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Summary
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The 2021 City of Rochester Community Survey Report provides the
thoughts and opinions of the constituents regarding quality of life,
community engagement, and service quality. The participation of
residents has provided insight in these areas to better assist the City’s
Council, staff, and other stakeholders in order to maintain and improve
the City as a place to live, work, and play.
Throughout the survey analysis, the City received tremendous praise and
support in multiple areas from the community. Most survey sections saw
more than 50% of respondents report as “excellent” or “good.” Among
these sections, areas that received outstanding feedback with at least
90% of respondents rating the City as either “excellent” or “good” include
the following categories:
Quality of life
Image and reputation
Services provided by the City
Feeling of safety during the day
Feeling of safety at night
Safety while driving
Safety while walking
Quality of parks
Air quality
Quality of rivers and trails
Appearance of residential neighborhoods
Appearance of downtown
Access to parkland
Satisfaction with public library services
Snow removals
Walkability
Sidewalk and path network
However, there were portions of the survey that displayed opinions of
constituents that are comparatively low in ratings. The following
categories highlight areas where 30% or more of respondents gave the
City a rating of “neutral,” “poor,” or “very poor:”
Variety and pricing of housing
Community recognition of diversity
As low rated sections highlight categories where residents seek
enhancement from the City, these areas have indicated overall
improvement in the City. There has been a significant decrease in low
rated categories compared to the 2017 survey report, with nine
categories rated by at least 30% of residents as “neutral,” “poor,” or “very
poor.” Overall, constituents have an overwhelmingly positive view of the
City and have noticed change within the past few years.

SURVEY BACKGROUND
& METHODOLOGY
The 2021 Community Survey has had the same
intentions as surveys the City has undertaken in both
2017 and 2009, to collect and understand the opinions
and concerns of the community in which we serve.
Rochester maintains the goals of collecting statistically
representative data that can identify the City’s strengths
and weaknesses, community progress, and opinions of
overall goals and objectives held by constituents.
The 2021 Community Survey was modeled after the
2017 Citizen Survey, the first in-house survey developed
by the City. The development of the 2017 Citizen Survey
created a baseline and framework for this survey and
ones to be done in the future. The effort of the City to
consistently complete these reportings every 3-5 years is
to identify the responsiveness to community needs and
the progress towards City-wide goals and objectives.
This survey was issued in late January, with a deadline of
February 28th, 2021. It was structured with 14 separate
sections, 10 of which were based on the 5-point Likert
Scale (Very Poor, Poor, Neutral, Good, Excellent).
Additionally, the 2021 Community Survey provided a N/A
(Not Applicable) option for each question. Each section
also provided an additional open-ended comment
portion in order for constituents to provide specific
thoughts to further their thoughts or concerns.
In order to maintain consistency with the 2017 Citizen
Survey, most of the sections remained the same.
However, the 2021 Community Survey included a section
dedicated to budget priorities, as provided by the City’s
Finance Department, and areas regarding existing
developments, provided by the City’s Master Planning
team. These sections were designed to represent the
various categories that represent life within the City of
Rochester, covering a broad selection of community
qualities in order to gather as much information as
possible. Sections included in the 2021 Community
Survey:
General Characteristics – 8 questions
Safety – 6 questions
Public Services – 7 questions
Natural Development – 7 questions
Built Development – 10 questions
Economy – 9 questions
Recreation & Wellness – 7 questions
Education & Enrichment – 10 questions
Mobility – 8 questions
Community Engagement – 7 questions
City Information – 1 question
Budget Priorities – 1 question
City Tagline – 1 question
Demographics – 4 questions
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The 2021 Community Survey had a total
number of 5,127 mailed surveys. Surveys
could be completed either virtually or by
returning the completed physical survey
back to the City. Each survey was provided
an 8-character unique code in order to gain
access to the online survey, accessible
through the City of Rochester’s website at
rochestermi.org/survey.
The
online
portion of the survey was serviced by
Alchmer,
formerly
SurveyGizmo.
Each
physically returned survey was entered
manually by a City staff member into the
Alchmer database for consistent collection
and analysis.
The effort of collecting responses from
every residence in the City (including
apartments, condos, houses, etc.) was done
by purchasing a customized list of
addresses from the United States Postal
Service, as done for the 2017 Citizen Survey.
Anonymity was heavily prioritized by the City
during the process of this survey, each
survey returned to the City to be recorded
was treated with respect and privacy.
Members of the City staff responsible for
data collection crossed out the names and
addresses of surveys returned in order to
guarantee security. Individuals who did not
receive a survey in the mail and requested
one via email were given a randomly
selected and unused code, prompted by
email deletion to solidify anonymity.
Individuals who returned a completed
survey but chose to remove their own name
and unique code were entered into the
Alchmer database with another unused
code. The City staff members responsible
for survey information entry would like to
communicate that no data based on
address or names were collected and take
pride in their own efforts to ensure privacy
in this process.
The 2021 Community Surveys were mailed
out to Rochester residents in late January,
with the stated deadline for submissions of
February 28th, 2021. The accessible link on
the City’s website was removed on the
submission deadline; however, returned
surveys and person requests for extensions
were provided until the entirety of survey
entry was completed in mid-March 2021.

DATA PROCESSING & VALIDITY
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Every single survey was entered into the Alchmer database; either online by individuals using their unique code,
or by a City employee upon receiving the returned surveys. Alchmer provided a series of analysis tools that
were utilized to visualize and better understand the large collection of data. Detailed response figures for each
survey question are provided following the data analysis of the overall survey, as done in the 2017 Citizen
Survey Report.
The validity of this survey ensures that the data collected is representative of the population as a whole. By
providing accurate depictions of constituent thoughts and concerns, the City can address strengths and
weaknesses within the community accordingly. The opportunity for the City to sample every residence for a
response provides a theoretically equal chance for every household to participate as a representative member,
this methodology allows for a substantially larger response rate.
Additionally, to depict the accuracies of the statistics provided in this report, the precision of estimates is
described by a 95% “level of confidence.” To be sure that at least 95% of the results are representative of the
entirety of the City and to achieve a +/-3% margin of error, this survey needed an overall response count of 986
to account for the approximate City population of around 13,000 people (SEMCOG). The 2021 Community
Survey surpassed this threshold with a completion count of 1,239 surveys. This displays that one can be 95%
confident that the response figures are representative within +/-3%.
For example, 70% of respondents rated the Quality of Life in the City of Rochester as “excellent.” One can be
95% sure that 67%-73% of the population would rate the Quality of Life as “excellent” based on the sample size
collected during this survey. This displays that the data is reasonably expected to representative of the entire
population and can be a reference for the City to make decisions.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Documenting the demographics of a surveyed population is of crucial importance, in order to
demonstrate that the surveyed population is representative.
These statistics line up with the City's demographic data of the 2017 Citizen Survey and displays
insight of who completed the survey when given the opportunity. The demographics portion of
this survey reveals that participants are those who have lived in the City for an extended period of
time.
Age Group

70+
29.3%

Residency Length
Less than a year
3.9%

30-39
9.4%
40-49
13.7%

50-59
22.8%

60-69
20.7%

How many people currently live in
your household?

1-5 years
20.2%

20+
38.1%

6-10 years
15.3%
16-20 years 11-15 years
11.5%
11%

Do you rent or own your property?
Rent
11.8%

Four or more
19.7%

One
28.5%

Three
13.9%

Two
37.9%

Own
88.2%
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RESPONSE RATE FIGURES
The 2021 City of Rochester Community Survey was mailed to each of the 5,127 residences
within the City’s boundaries, with final total of responses of 1,239.

NUMBER OF MAILED SURVEYS

5,127

NUMBER OF SURVEYS REQUESTED DUE TO NOT
RECEIVING IN THE MAIL

5

NUMBER OF SURVEYS DISQUALIFIED DUE TO BEING
OUT OF CITY LIMITS

2

NUMBER OF SURVEYS WITH INCORRECT NAMES
ASSOCIATED WITH LABELED ADDRESS
FINAL TOTAL OF RESPONSES

FINAL RESPONSE RATE

81

1,239

24.17%

The response rate figures reflect the 1,239 responses to the total 5,127 mailed out
surveys, as well as the number of surveys requested (5), disqualified (2), and with
incorrect names (81).
The concern of anonymity was raised when a collection of 81 individuals indicated
by either correcting the address label on the physical survey themselves or through
contacting a City employee that the name addressed on the City-sponsored survey
was incorrect. Incorrect names include relatives that do not reside at the address,
former occupants, minors living in the residence, etc.
The City would like to reiterate that this information was not necessary for
participation - City employees removed every name and address on each survey
that was returned to City Hall as an extra measure. In the future, the title “Current
Resident” should be used to address each of the surveys to guarantee constituent
security in privacy and anonymity.
02
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DATA COMPARISONS
Drawing comparisons is one of the primary purposes of any survey, the 2021
Community Survey is set to be compared to both the 2017 and 2009 Citizen Surveys
in order to determine citizen’s perception of the City how its service to the
community has changed over time.
The following chart and table display comparable sections from the 2009, 2017, and
2021 surveys. As the chart is a great visual tool, the table clarifies specific statistics
in data changes over time. Although recent years have shown to be difficult for the
entirety of the community, the following data indicates shows future promise with
room for improvement for the City.
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2009

2017

2021

2021/2017
differential

Quality of life

98%

98%

98%

0%

Image & reputation

97%

98%

97%

-1%

Place to raise a family

97%

97%

90%

-7%

Place to retire

83%

79%

80%

+1%

Air quality

88%

94%

93%

-1%

Development of new
buildings

77%

71%

67%

-4%

Variety in housing
options

78%

60%

58%

-2%

Employment
opportunities

36%

52%

43%

-9%

Shopping
opportunities

69%

72%

77%

+5%

Availability of
healthcare services

79%

86%

82%

-4%

Availability of
childcare

67%

77%

45%

-31%

Religious/spiritual
opportunities

87%

91%

77%

-14%

77%

86%

81%

-5%

85%

80%

70%

-10%

98%

98%

98%

0%

91%

93%

94%

+1%

Community participation
opportunities
Volunteer
opportunites
Feeling of safety
during the day
Feeling of safety
during at night
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2009

2017

2021

2021/2017
differential

Police services

91%

94%

89%

-5%

Fire protection
services

97%

96%

84%

-12%

9-1-1 communication
services

95%

89%

70%

-19%

Street repair

69%

70%

77%

+7%

Street cleaning

90%

87%

89%

+2%

Street lighting

86%

88%

85%

-3%

82%

91%

88%

-3%

80%

81%

77%

-4%

86%

85%

79%

-6%

Land use, planning, &
zoning

79%

62%

61%

-1%

Ordinance
enforcement

81%

64%

57%

-7%

85%

78%

80%

+2%

98%

93%

78%

-15%

94%

89%

65%

-24%

82%

81%

81%

0%

Snow removal
Sidewalk
maintenance
Animal control

Utility services
Senior services
K-12 education
Overall direction of
the City
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In addition to comparing sections of the Likert
Scale portion of the survey to ones completed
in the past, it was important to the City to
identify changes in how the community gathers
City-related information.
This data assists the City in tailoring
communication strategies to the community and
improving the ability to distribute information in
an efficient manner.

Which of the following services do you rely
on for obtaining City-related information?
(Check all that apply)
% used in 2021

% used in 2017

63%

80.2%

City Newsletter

75.2%

87.6%

Social Media

41.1%

39.2%

City Website

57.9%

65.2%

Local Televised
News

30.7%

Local Newspaper

Continuously, constituents
identified other services in
which they have obtained Cityrelated information as word of
mouth, email & text alerts,
or contacting the City
directly.

46.7%
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DETAILED RESULTS
The following pages of this report provides the detailed results of the 2021 Community Survey,
broken down into 12 sections, including representation of each Likert-scale portion, budget
prioritization, and the City tagline.
Each surveyed section is represented by an overall table and individual graphs. The 10 Likertscale sections are comprised of 5 different ratings ("Very Poor", "Poor", "Neutral", "Good", and
"Excellent"), as well as a "N/A" option.
When representing the budget prioritization data, which was suggested by the Finance
department of the City in anticipation of the upcoming budget proposal for the 2021/2022 fiscal
year, a graph of the results is displayed. Additionally, the three most selected choices of the
survey question are highlighted.
Additionally, the results of the constituents' input regarding the future of the City's tagline is
featured. This survey question is also represented by a graph, with the most commonly chosen
option highlighted.

GENERAL
CHARACTERISTICS
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VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

QUALITY OF LIFE

0.1%

0%

1.8%

27.5%

70.3%

0.3%

IMAGE &
REPUTATION

0.1%

0.3%

1.9%

25.8%

70.9%

1%

0%

0.2%

2.5%

20%

69.6%

7.7%

PLACE FOR YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS

0.3%

2.4%

9.9%

24.4%

43.6%

19.3%

PLACE TO RETIRE

0.2%

2.7%

10.6%

28%

52.3%

6.2%

SERVICES
PROVIDED BY THE
CITY

0.2%

0.7%

5.6%

32.3%

59.4%

1.8%

CONFIDENCE IN
GOVERNMENT

0.9%

3%

13.9%

36.8%

42.4%

3%

OVERALL
DIRECTION OF THE
CITY

0.7%

2.8%

12.1%

36.4%

44.9%

3.2%

PLACE TO RAISE A
FAMILY
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Detailed Results

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
QUALITY OF LIFE

IMAGE & REPUTATION
Neutral
1.9%

N/A
0.3%

Good
25.8%

Good
27.5%

Excellent
70.3%

Excellent
70.9%

PLACE TO RAISE A FAMILY
N/A
7.7%

PLACE TO LIVE AS A YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL

Neutral
2.5%
Good
20%

N/A
19.3%

Poor
2.4%

Neutral
9.9%

Good
24.4%

Excellent
69.6%

Excellent
43.6%
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Detailed Results

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
PLACE TO RETIRE
N/A
6.2%

Poor
2.7%

SERVICES PROVIDED BY CITY
N/A Neutral
1.8% 5.6%

Neutral
10.6%

Good
32.3%
Good
28%
Excellent
59.4%

Excellent
52.3%

CONFIDENCE IN LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
N/A Poor
3% 3%

OVERALL DIRECTION
OF THE CITY
N/A Poor
3.2% 2.8%

Neutral
13.9%

Excellent
42.4%

Neutral
12.1%

Excellent
44.9%

Good
36.8%

Good
36.4%
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SAFETY
VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

0%

0.4%

1.1%

18.1%

80.2%

0.2%

FEELING OF
SAFETY AT NIGHT

0.1%

1%

4.3%

28.6%

65.4%

0.7%

SAFETY WHILE
DRIVING

0.2%

1.8%

4.8%

31%

61.4%

0.7%

SAFETY WHILE
WALKING

0.3%

1.6%

5.8%

31.8%

59.5%

1%

ANIMAL CONTROL

0.8%

3.1%

8%

28.8%

49.8%

9.6%

EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATION

0.1%

1%

5.3%

25%

59.5%

9.1%

FEELING OF
SAFETY DURING
THE DAY
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Detailed Results

SAFETY
FEELING OF SAFETY DURING
THE DAY
N/A
0.2%

FEELING OF SAFETY AT NIGHT
N/A Neutral
0.7% 4.3%

Good
18.1%

Good
28.6%

Excellent
65.4%
Excellent
80.2%

SAFETY WHILE DRIVING
N/A
0.7%

SAFETY WHILE WALKING
Poor
Neutral
1.6%
5.8%

Neutral
4.8%

Good
31%

Excellent
61.4%

Good
31.8%

Excellent
59.5%
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Detailed Results

SAFETY
ANIMAL CONTROL
N/A
9.6%

Poor
3.1%

Neutral
8%

Good
28.8%

Excellent
49.8%

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
N/A
9.1%

Neutral
5.3%

Good
25%

Excellent
59.5%
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PUBLIC SERVICES
VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

POLICE SERVICES

0.7%

1.2%

4.2%

21.3%

67.7%

5%

FIRE SERVICES

0.1%

0.6%

3.3%

17.9%

66.2%

11.9%

9-1-1
COMMUNICATION

0.2%

0.3%

4.3%

15.2%

54.8%

25.1%

PUBLIC WORKS
SERVICES

0.7%

1.2%

6.6%

26.5%

60.1%

4.9%

LEAF COLLECTION/
SNOW REMOVAL

0.6%

1.4%

5.2%

26%

62.4%

4.4%

1%

2.6%

14.6%

30.6%

40%

11.3%

0.4%

2.1%

10.9%

33.8%

45.8%

7%

GOVERNMENTAL
TRANSPARENCY

PUBLIC
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
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Detailed Results

PUBLIC SERVICES
POLICE SERVICES
N/A
5%

FIRE SERVICES

Neutral
4.2%

Neutral
3.3%

N/A
11.9%

Good
17.9%

Good
21.3%

Excellent
67.7%

Excellent
66.2%

9-1-1 COMMUNICATION
SERVICES

PUBLIC WORKS SERVICES

Neutral
4.3%

N/A Poor
Neutral
4.9% 1.2%
6.6%

Good
15.2%

N/A
25.1%

Good
26.5%

Excellent
60.1%

Excellent
54.8%
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Detailed Results

PUBLIC SERVICES
LEAF COLLECTION &
SNOW REMOVAL
N/A
4.4%

CITY GOVERNMENT
TRANSPARENCY

Neutral
5.2%

N/A
11.3%

Poor
2.6%

Neutral
14.6%

Good
26%

Excellent
40%

Good
30.6%

Excellent
62.4%

PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES
N/A
7%

Excellent
45.8%

Poor
2.1%

Neutral
10.9%

Good
33.8%

NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
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VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

QUALITY OF PARKS

0%

0.3%

2.3%

24.5%

71.8%

1.1%

MAINTENANCE OF
PUBLIC GRASS/
TREES

0.1%

0.7%

3.6%

28.1%

67%

0.6%

AIR QUALITY

0.1%

0.6%

4.1%

29.7%

62.8%

2.8%

WATER QUALITY

2.1%

5.1%

10.5%

33.1%

47.4%

1.8%

QUALITY OF
RIVERS & TRAILS

0%

0.8%

3.1%

26.4%

67.3%

2.3%

RECYCLING
SERVICES

0.7%

2.1%

7.3%

32.5%

53.7%

3.7%

TREE CANOPY

0.6%

1.4%

6.9%

33.6%

50.7%

6.8%
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Detailed Results

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
PUBLIC GRASS & TREE
MAINTENANCE

QUALITY OF PARKS
N/A
1.1%

N/A
0.6%
Good
24.5%
Good
28.1%

Excellent
67%

Excellent
71.8%

AIR QUALITY

WATER QUALITY
N/A
1.8%

N/A Neutral
2.8% 4.1%

Poor
5.1%
Neutral
10.5%

Good
29.7%
Excellent
47.4%

Excellent
62.8%

Good
33.1%
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Detailed Results

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
RIVERS & TREES

RECYCLING SERVICES
N/A Poor
3.7% 2.1% Neutral
7.3%

N/A Neutral
2.3% 3.1%

Good
26.4%

Good
32.5%
Excellent
53.7%
Excellent
67.3%

TREE CANOPY
N/A
6.8%

Poor
Neutral
1.4%
6.9%

Good
33.6%
Excellent
50.7%

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
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VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

APPEARANCE OF
RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOODS

0.2%

0.6%

5%

47.5%

46.1%

0.7%

REDEVELOPMENT
OF EXISTING
HOUSING STOCK

0.6%

4.4%

15.8%

37.2%

33.2%

8.8%

DEVELOPMENT OF
NEW BUILDINGS

2.2%

5.1%

19.9%

38%

28.9%

5.8%

AVAILABILITY OF
HOUSING

0.7%

6%

21.6%

35.4%

22.9%

13.5%

VARIETY & PRICING
OF HOUSING

1.7%

10.4%

21.7%

36.2%

21.5%

8.5%

2%

7.1%

20%

36.3%

24.8%

9.8%

CODE
ENFORCEMENT

1.6%

3.3%

19.9%

32.2%

25.1%

17.8%

UTILITY SERVICES

0.7%

2.4%

12.1%

40.4%

40.2%

4.3%

HOUSING DENSITY

0.9%

4.9%

17.4%

42.6%

28%

6.2%

HISTORIC
PRESERVATION

1.8%

3.9%

10.5%

36.7%

42.6%

4.5%

LAND USE,
PLANNING, &
ZONING
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Detailed Results

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD
APPEARANCE

REDEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING
HOUSING STOCK

N/A Neutral
0.7% 5%

N/A
8.8%

Poor
4.4%

Neutral
15.8%

Excellent
46.1%

Excellent
33.2%
Good
47.5%

Good
37.2%

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
BUILDINGS
N/A
5.8%

AVAILIBILITY OF HOUSING

Poor
5.1%

N/A
13.5%

Poor
6%

Neutral
19.9%

Excellent
28.9%

Neutral
21.6%

Excellent
22.9%

Good
38%

Good
35.4%
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Detailed Results

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
VARIETY OF HOUSING &
PRICING
N/A Very Poor
1.7%
8.5%

LAND USE, PLANNING,
& ZONING
N/A
9.8%

Poor
10.4%

Excellent
21.5%
Neutral
21.7%

Very Poor
Poor
2%
7.1%

Neutral
20%

Excellent
24.8%

Good
36.2%

Good
36.3%

CODE ENFORCEMENT
N/A
17.8%

UTILITY SERVICES

Poor
3.3%

N/A
4.3%
Neutral
19.9%

Poor
2.4%

Neutral
12.1%

Excellent
40.2%
Excellent
25.1%

Good
32.2%

Good
40.4%
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Detailed Results

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
HOUSING DENSITY
N/A
6.2%

Poor
4.9%
Neutral
17.4%

Excellent
28%

Good
42.6%

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
N/A
4.5%

Poor
3.9%

Neutral
10.5%

Excellent
42.6%

Good
36.7%
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ECONOMY
VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

OVERALL
ECONOMIC
HEALTH OF
ROCHESTER

0.2%

1.2%

7.4%

47.2%

40.7%

3.3%

DIVERSITY OF
DOWNTOWN
BUSINESSES

1.1%

5.8%

18.4%

41.5%

31.3%

2.1%

QUALITY &
AVAILABILITY OF
SERVICES

0.2%

1.2%

10.4%

44.3%

40.7%

3.2%

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

0.3%

3.5%

21.4%

24.1%

19.1%

31.6%

ROCHESTER AS A
PLACE TO LIVE &
WORK

0.7%

1.2%

6.8%

31.7%

56.8%

2.9%

CITY'S ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

0.5%

2.3%

13%

41.9%

34.9%

7.5%

SHOPPING
OPPORTUNITIES

0.6%

4.6%

16.2%

41.4%

36.2%

1%

APPEARANCE OF
DOWNTOWN

0.2%

0.5%

3.5%

26.7%

68.5%

0.5%

DINING OPTIONS

0.2%

0.5%

3.5%

35.6%

52.5%

1.4%
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Detailed Results

ECONOMY
DIVERSITY OF BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

OVERALL ECONOMIC HEALTH
N/A
3.3%

N/A
2.1%

Neutral
7.4%

Poor
5.8%

Neutral
18.4%

Excellent
31.3%

Excellent
40.7%

Good
47.2%

Good
41.5%

QUALITY & AVAILIBILITY OF
SERVICES
N/A
3.2%

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Poor
3.5%

Neutral
10.4%
N/A
31.6%

Neutral
21.4%

Excellent
40.7%

Good
44.3%
Excellent
19.1%

Good
24.1%
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Detailed Results

ECONOMY
PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK
N/A
2.9%

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
N/A
7.5%

Neutral
6.8%

Good
31.7%

Poor
2.3%

Neutral
13%

Excellent
34.9%

Excellent
56.8%

Good
41.9%

SHOPPING OPPORTUNITIES

DOWNTOWN APPEARANCE

N/A Poor
1% 4.6%

Neutral
3.5%
Neutral
16.2%
Good
26.7%

Excellent
36.2%

Excellent
68.5%
Good
41.4%
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Detailed Results

ECONOMY
VARIETY OF DINING OPTION
Poor
2.3%

Excellent
52.5%

Neutral
7.6%

Good
35.6%

EDUCATION &
ENRICHMENT
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VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

AVAILABILITY OF
CHILDCARE

0.2%

1.4%

9.2%

17.5%

27.2%

44.4%

K-12 EDUCATION

0.7%

1.7%

7.7%

21.7%

42.5%

25.6%

ADULT
EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES

0.3%

1.3%

11.6%

26.9%

36.8%

23.1%

AVAILIBILITY OF
SENIOR SERVICES

0.2%

0.7%

6.3%

22.6%

55.4%

14.9%

RELIGIOUS/
SPIRITUAL
SERVICES

0.1%

0.6%

8.5%

25.8%

50.6%

14.4%

PUBLIC LIBRARY
SERVICES

0.3%

1.1%

3.2%

30%

63.9%

1.4%

SATISFACTION
WITH THE OPC

0.7%

0.7%

7.6%

17%

53.2%

20.8%

SATISFACTION
WITH RARA

0.2%

1%

11.5%

22%

40%

25.2%

VALUE OF
COMMUNITY
HOUSE

0.5%

1.3%

12.1%

26.5%

37.2%

22.4%

VALUE OF
DINOSAUR HILL

0.3%

1.6%

10.8%

23.3%

43.1%

22%
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Detailed Results

EDUCATION & ENRICHMENT
AVAILABILITY OF
CHILDCARE/PRE-K
Poor
1.4%

K-12 EDUCATION
Poor
1.7% Neutral
7.7%

Neutral
9.2%
N/A
25.6%
Good
17.5%

N/A
44.4%

Excellent
27.2%

Excellent
42.5%

ADULT EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES
Poor
1.3%
N/A
23.1%

Good
21.7%

SENIOR SERVICES
N/A
14.9%

Neutral
11.6%

Neutral
6.3%

Good
22.6%

Good
26.9%

Excellent
36.8%

Excellent
55.4%
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Detailed Results

EDUCATION & ENRICHMENT
RELIGIOUS/SPIRITUAL SERVICES
N/A
14.4%

PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES

Poor
Neutral
0.6%
8.5%

N/A Neutral
1.4% 3.2%

Good
30%

Good
25.8%

Excellent
64%
Excellent
50.6%

SATISFACTION WITH THE
OLDER PERSONS' COMMISSION
N/A
20.8%

Poor
Neutral
0.7%
7.6%

SATISFACTION WITH
ROCHESTER-AVON RECREATION
AUTHORITY
Poor
1%

N/A
25.2%

Neutral
11.5%

Good
17%
Good
22%

Excellent
53.2%

Excellent
40%
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Detailed Results

EDUCATION & ENRICHMENT
VALUE OF COMMUNITY HOUSE
Poor
1.3%
N/A
22.4%

Neutral
12.1%

Good
26.5%

Excellent
37.2%

VALUE OF DINOSAUR HILL
Poor
0.6%
N/A
22%

Neutral
10.8%

Good
23.3%

Excellent
43.1%

RECREATION &
WELLNESS
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VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

AVAILABILITY OF
HEALTHCARE
SERVICES

0.2%

1.2%

8.7%

36.1%

46.1%

7.8%

AVAILABLITY OF
MENTAL
HEALTHCARE

0.7%

2.4%

16.7%

18.8%

21.1%

40.4%

RECREATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

0.2%

1.2%

6.3%

35.4%

54.3%

2.5%

CULTURAL &
ENTERTAINMENT
EVENTS

0.4%

2.1%

13.1%

39.4%

41.5%

3.5%

FITNESS
OPPORTUNITIES

0.1%

0.9%

6%

36.1%

53.1%

3.9%

RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES

0.2%

1.5%

8.1%

36.1%

50.9%

3.1%

ACCESS TO
PARKLAND

0.1%

0.3%

3.2%

27.5%

66.3%

2.6%
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Detailed Results

RECREATION & WELLNESS
AVAILIBILITY OF HEALTHCARE
SERVICES
N/A
7.8%

Poor
1.2%

AVAILIBILITY OF MENTAL
HEALTHCARE
Poor
2.4%

Neutral
8.7%

Neutral
16.7%

N/A
40.4%

Good
18.8%

Good
36.1%

Excellent
46.1%

Excellent
21.1%

RECREATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
N/A
2.5%

CULTURAL & ENTERTAINMENT
EVENTS
N/A Poor
3.5% 2.1%

Neutral
6.3%

Good
35.4%

Neutral
13.1%

Excellent
41.5%

Excellent
54.3%
Good
39.4%
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Detailed Results

RECREATION & WELLNESS
FITNESS OPPORTUNITIES
N/A
3.9%

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
N/A
3.1%

Neutral
6%

Good
36.1%

Good
36.1%

Excellent
50.9%

Excellent
53.1%

ACCESS TO PARKLAND
Neutral
3.2%

Good
27.5%

Excellent
66.3%

Neutral
8.1%
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MOBILITY
VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

STREET REPAIR

1.5%

5.9%

14.1%

46.7%

30.2%

1.6%

STREET CLEANING

0.3%

2.3%

6.7%

44.2%

44.8%

1.6%

STREET LIGHTING

0.7%

3.6%

9.1%

42.3%

43.1%

1.3%

SNOW REMOVAL

0.1%

1.3%

4.5%

39.4%

53.2%

1.5%

SIDEWALK REPAIR

1.3%

4.3%

14.4%

41.4%

35.8%

2.7%

PUBLIC PARKING

1.2%

3.2%

11.5%

38.8%

43.8%

1.5%

0%

0.8%

2.4%

29.9%

66%

0.8%

0.3%

1.1%

3.2%

33.1%

60.9%

1.4%

WALKABILITY

SIDEWALK / PATH
NETWORK
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Detailed Results

MOBILITY
STREET REPAIR
N/A
1.6%

STREET CLEANING
Poor
Neutral
2.3%
6.7%

Poor
5.9%
Neutral
14.1%

Excellent
30.2%

Excellent
44.8%

Good
44.2%

Good
46.7%

STREET LIGHTING
N/A Poor
1.3% 3.6%

SNOW REMOVAL
N/A Neutral
1.5% 4.5%

Neutral
9.1%

Excellent
43.1%
Excellent
53.2%
Good
42.3%

Good
39.4%
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Detailed Results

MOBILITY
SIDEWALK REPAIR
N/A
2.7%

PUBLIC PARKING
N/A Poor
1.5% 3.2%

Poor
4.3%
Neutral
14.4%

Excellent
35.8%

Neutral
11.5%

Excellent
43.8%

Good
38.8%
Good
41.4%

WALKABILITY

SIDEWALK & PATH NETWORK
N/A Neutral
1.4% 3.2%

Neutral
2.4%

Good
29.9%

Excellent
66%

Good
33.1%

Excellent
60.9%

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
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VERY
POOR

POOR

NEUTRAL

GOOD

EXCELLENT

N/A

CITY-SPONSORED
EVENTS

0.4%

0.7%

7.3%

36.4%

50.9%

4.2%

OPPORTUNITIES
TO PARTICIPATE IN
COMMUNITY

0.2%

1.6%

10.2%

35.4%

45.7%

6.9%

QUALITY OF
RELATIONSHIP
WITH NEIGHBORS

0.2%

1.7%

11.1%

37.3%

46.4%

3.3%

COMMUNITY
RECOGNITION OF
DIVERSITY

1.4%

7%

22%

29.9%

28.3%

11.4%

VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES

0.3%

1.5%

15.5%

35.1%

34.5%

13%

ACCESSIBILITY OF
PUBLIC CITY
MEETINGS

0.3%

1.9%

13%

32.5%

36.3%

16%

CITY'S
COMMUNICATION
QUALITY

0.9%

2.2%

13.2%

40.4%

37.9%

5.4%
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Detailed Results

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
CITY SPONSORED EVENTS
N/A Poor Neutral
4.2% 0.7% 7.3%

N/A
6.9%

Good
36.4%

Excellent
50.9%

RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR
NEIGHBORS
N/A
3.3%

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
OPPORTUNITIES
Poor
1.6%

Neutral
10.2%

Good
35.4%

Excellent
45.7%

RECOGNITION OF DIVERSITY
N/A
11.4%

Neutral
11.1%

Poor
7%

Neutral
22%
Excellent
28.3%

Excellent
46.4%
Good
37.3%

Good
29.9%
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Detailed Results

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
ACCESSIBILITY OF
PUBLIC MEETINGS

OPPORTUNITIES TO
VOLUNTEER
N/A
13%

Poor
1.5%

N/A
16%

Neutral
15.5%

Excellent
34.5%

CITY COMMUNICATIONS
N/A
5.4%

Poor
2.2%

Neutral
13%

Good
32.5%

Excellent
36.3%

Good
35.1%

Poor
1.9%

Neutral
13.2%

Excellent
37.9%

Good
40.4%
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Detailed Results

BUDGET PRIORITIES
Eliminate City services to maintain tax/fee level
Reduce City services to maintain tax/fee level
Maintain City services with a small tax/fee increase
Enhance City services with small tax/fee increase
Combine City services with other local governments
Privatize some services if taxes will be kept the same
Privatize some services if taxes can be decreased
0%

25%

50%

During the 2021 Community Survey, constituents had the option to choose up to 3 of the 6
general approaches to balance service levels. This portion of the survey had involvement from
the City's Finance department in its development as a guide to upcoming budget proposals
regarding the 2021/2022 fiscal year.
The most selected options for this question include:
Maintain City services with small tax/fee increase (64.1%)
Enhance City services with small tax/fee increase (49.6%)
Combining services with other local governments (40.9%)

75%
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Detailed Results

CITY TAGLINE
Other
9.4%
Rochester - Where You Live
24.5%

Rochester - Michigan's Hometown
37.9%

Rochester - Welcome Home
28.2%

The 2021 Community Survey also presented the opportunity for constituents to have
input in the future of the City's tagline. Respondents could only choose one of the
three options given ("Where You Live", "Welcome Home", "Michigan's Hometown"), or
provide their own suggestion ("Other").
The 9.4% of respondents who provided their own suggestions through the option of
"Other" resulted in most notably "Heart of the Hills" or no tagline at all.
The most selected City tagline option was "Rochester - Michigan's Hometown."
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE REVIEW
After each Likert-scale portion of survey, respondents had the opportunity to leave optional and
additional commentary regarding each category to provide further insight. Below is a summary of
consistently mentioned and notable areas from the open-ended responses; the following pages,
however, list all comments made per section within the survey.

General Characteristics

Economy

Concerns of local government making policy

Discussion of COVID impact on schools and

changes that result in the City losing its

local businesses, communal prioritization of

character.

diversity in areas of events, businesses, dining
options, etc.

Safety
The community notes how they have an

Recreation & Wellness

incredible sense of overall safety, but would

Desire for new community-based amenities

appreciate more police and fire presence.

(pool, splash pad, dog park).

Natural Environment
Expression

of

appreciation

Mobility

for

the

City's

Disinterest

in

Downtown's

public

parking

outdoor qualities: the parks, trees, paths, and

meters. Requests of attention towards street

rivers.

lighting and sidewalk repairs.

Built Environment

Public Services

Dissatisfaction with new and large private

Residents would like to see strengthened

property developments. General concern in

communication from government employees

the small-town feel of the City.

regarding services.

Open-Ended Responses
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GENERAL
CHARACTERISTICS
First, although the school district is not in the city government, per se. The way they have handled COVID and parents during this period is
appalling -- and the schools used to be one of our draws. Many of our friends have pulled out of public.
We think the city rules and regulations are so strict. It is like a California city in MI and that's why I don't see any new initiatives are coming to
the city. Everything is dated and population is so small to fund any project. Taxes are already high, horrible water and also so expensive for
no reason.
Lived here since '57. Love it!
We need Taxes and water and sewer bills emailed instead of snail mailed out. This is 2021 !!! I have paid penalties for lost Tax bills by snail
mail.
Direction of the City: concerns include recent building construction that violates height ordinances, creates significant increases to traffic on
arterials, much of which comes from residents who do not contribute to the tax base, i.e. renters, and concerning overreach with respect to
wasteful air quality studies, a potential ban of outdoor burning of any kind, and onerous tree requirements, particularly to HOAs.
Furthermore, considering the political direction the county has trended, we are concerned the City will be negatively impacted.
I think the City does a great job overall and appreciate what it offers. Very positive and optimistic.
What distinguishes Rochester from Rochester Hills is our rich history. It appears theere's a race to erase it! Loose it and you are no different
than most other bland communities dotting the region. Careful!!
Excellent city services, outstanding police department, vibrant downtown area (DDA), beautiful park
During the earlier part of my 25+ years in Rochester, I felt the city administration was much more supportive of the neighborhoods than
recently as the city seems much more concerned about the commercial elements in the city than its actual citizens.
My family and I LOVE living in Rochester! I especially love all of the city events such as Deck Art, Magical Mural Tour, Hometown Picnic, Big
Bright Light Show, and Fire and Ice. The retirement community (OPC) and the RHPL are SO awesome!! The city is clean and orderly.
ALL GREAT
Too much building. There are too many projects and would like to see it stay small town focused with nature
Be careful of overdevelopment which changes the character of the town and makes housing increasingly difficult to afford.
Not sure about retirement because we are not cold weather people, but not much the city can do about that!
The inability of the City to address the pandemic by allowing bars and restaurants to operate outdoors adequately was stunning and a huge
failing.
Start fixing up the street
At times overly influenced by special interest groups such as historical society and rules about trees. Cannot forget the citizens who do not
come to every meeting and speak.
No mid-price housing - very expensive or very modest Lack of first floor living/rising expenses
Make more pedestrian friendly, less carcentric
The performance of the school board during the pandemic has lowered my opinion of Rochester as a good place to raise a family. The
children's well being has not been prioritized. The school board has been deaf to the calls of the community.
Careful- Too many apartment buildings?? 4-5 more coming???
We really enjoy the trails, downtown restaurants and our neighborhood. Downtown is a great place for young professionals and young
families that don't want the party atmosphere of Ferndale/Royal Oak or the boojee Birmingham. However, we are very concerned that with
the current over development of the city, Rochester is heading there and losing the hometown feel.
Too expensive to live here in retirement. Property taxes & association dues too high.
The park sundial approval of the Senior residence positioned on the lot as it is at the corner of Parkdale and Letica and the oppressive way
Stony Creek Ridge is dealt with cause me to loose confidence in Rochester government.
real estate price too high for retirement consideration
Too many big buildings taking over smaller ones, houses looking too much alike
Concern over cost of water which is much higher than average
TAXES ON SENIORS ARE PUNITIVE
young people cannot afford to buy a home in this community
Limited diversity on the Council
Great city activities and events to draw in residents/visitors
Could use more affordable modern housing.
I am generally very well satisfied with the Rochester city government and with Rochester as a place to live. I am proud of the fact that I live
here
Walkability
Concerned about accelerated downtown development i.e. condos, moving historical sites and the grain elevator
We targeted to move to Rochester when our kids were born to raise our family and the community has exceeded all expectations!
less salons (hair & nail) needed more restaurants & shops
Haven't lived here long enough to fully know the direction of the city or to give a rating to the government here

Great overall place to live, work, and raise a family
Longer than expected lines in our voting precinct, would appreciate pet disposal stations around the city and revitalization of Elizabeth St
Park priority.
Hi rise complexes aren't keeping up with hometown feel
Leaf pickup should never require overtime on weekends
Expensive to live in retirement
Rochester has a reputation for being elitist. We have a lot of work to do to re-diversify and be anti-racist
All government decision over the entire 20 years that we've been here have been exactly correct!
The downtown shops/retail are limited, very traditional atmosphere
The city needs more activities or places that would appeal to D.I.N.K couples. There are a lot of family friendly activities but more adult/nonfamily activities or places to go would be an improvement for a lot of younger people. Also, property tax is very high, so young people find it
hard to own a home near town.
Bloomer Ridge drive has more frequent and longer power outage than other areas. The cause of the frequency should be investigated and
fixed.
Very expensive to retire - can't afford to downsize in the city
Too many new condos and apartments going up. Our settled neighborhood - one story homes is adding too many new 2 story homes. Also
creating more new traffic which we do not need.
Lost confidence when the city lost the lawsuit to the dentist on walnut street building
Northeast corner of the city would like water pressure better all the time
We're relocating out of Rochester due specifically to the misguided focus on diversity
Overall, I'm very pleased to live in Rochester. Sometimes I have concerns about development decisions about downtown Rochester, but
generally I think of it as an excellent place to live.
The City does not have a stated vision or leadership capable of forming/articulating what its direction is or should be. Rochester's government
is getting 'clubby' again and is entirely too focused on its downtown area.
Having lived nearly my entire life in Rochester, I am proud of the city government's accomplishments and current direction.
Keep the elevator! Turn it into a "general" store featuring "Michigan" products. It could sell shelf space to entrepreneurs who can no longer
afford "Main Street" space. People would love it! Think about it!
I wish the city had a clear plan that included not only commercial development but maintaining the residential character.
Very busy streets/traffic Not proactive in keepings out 5G small cell towers plus many large cell towers. City has one of the higher radiation
levels
We have less and less confidence in the government as the decisions made by the building commission have turned Rochester into a traffic
snare. We understand the need to bring in tax dollars and that there is demand. But Rochester's reputation will ultimately suffer as a result.
This used to be a great town. When it was a little town and not trying to be Royal Oak
Government personal changes makes it hard to predict future policies
I grew up in Rochester Hills and absolutely love the city, however seeing so many changes over the years I do not feel it is overall changing for
the betterment of its citizens who already live here
Other school districts went back a long time ago.
Pricey for retirees
While I am at retirement age, if I did retire I could not afford to live in Rochester.
Regarding "place to retire" it's very difficult for seniors to sell in their current neighborhood and stay in the same nice area without spending
so much more money
Riverbend project need to be downsized
Direction keeps changing - a few years ago it was a "family" city. Now senior housing is more important
Build, build, and build then try to maintain it... not good
I think prices are quite high for a young professional
stores need to be opened saturday night
I feel like the board is not responding appropriately to concerns of neighborhoods and putting more and more cost and responsibility on the
HOA's. There seems to be great disparity between city services east of letica compared to west of letica
Council does not respond to residents. Concerns are not met.
Too many condos coming in. This tends to attract young/single people which tends to support bars/nightlife
I love the community events! Especially around the holidays
I just moved here in August 2020 so I am not familiar enough with the local government and direction of the city to provide an opinion.
Decline in reputation due to current board of education divisions
Too expensive for housing, too costly for average retiree
Disappointed with the amount of multi family construction, traffic is snarled, buildings are too tall, poor planning Council members fail to
understand issues brought before the council, they undermined the HOA and failed to enforce their own tree policy
Wonderful community, but expensive for retirees.
The city council seeks their own agendas and don't seem to pay attention to the desires of the citizens.
Need more affordable housing for young professionals
Need to try to retain greenspaces that are left as much as possible. Limit building heights to prevent us for living in the shadows of said
buildings.
Maybe too much building going on, fear of losing the small town feeling
We need more handicapped parking on the street.
the city has moved towards money-grabbing ugly decisions such as the parking garage on walking at the expense of the beauty and
characters friendly foot traffic in town. quality has gone down!
property taxes are too high for retirees
Need inspections on apartments (some test on water sewage condition of buildings for contamination)
I have lived in Rochester for over 30 years and love this community

Transitioning from a historic community to a glitzy crowded environment, sad to see.
I have lived and raised my family here- and now I am retired. Thankful for the city
The Rochester DDA is doing great things to develop the attractions/ reasons to visit downtown.
We are not fans of the multi-family dwellings that are going up. Would like to see more investment in things that serve the current
community such as safety on residential streets, park areas, improvements in sidewalks around downtown
I cannot comment on question #3 or #4
Seems good.
Need helping on rising water and tax costs
My wife and I absolutely love our city. Its charm and people are unparalleled!
Services aren't so much "provided" as they are paid for through taxes.
The Rochester government makes very wise decisions that positively impact the communities.
I love this city! I give it five hearts
City is lacking public restrooms downtown. Really hard to walk around with kids
don't know about future plans, need more info.
Not thrilled with parking deck downtown reno - sidewalks are tiny and new developments are too tall
Need to find a way to give homeowners over 65 a tax reduction. Also water bill is too high
I think that the city is still okay now, but heading in the wrong direction
City of Rochester is losing its small town charm
Expensive, taxes high!
Living here 30+ years, very happy
Young professionals may find us a little boring but we have a little of everything and long term a very desirable community
Poor communication by city leaders in running the city. Property taxes are higher than surrounding cities
We don't vote for mayor, propositions aren't discussed enough. need more transparency- people need to be informed. Need to welcome
diversity and age and ethnicity.
Fire and police are fabulous. city management is incredibly unresponsive. I have waited almost a year for one particular issue to be solves
and absolutely nothing has happened.
I'm concerned about money spent on unnecessary projects like the sundial. Paid parking hurts small businesses downtown
More preservation of classic homes and buildings
We are concerned with the new, huge, buildings in downtown Rochester
We consider the Dentists on main litigation to be a huge failer of the Rochester city council/ city authorities and an unacceptable waste of
taxpayers' money.
I can't say enough about how much I love how this city is run! Great job!
Concerned about the city's aim to approve more high-end housing for the affluent, especially in areas bordering or within natural areas.
Rochester's future seems to be in the hands of some ambitious developers.
Pretentious and snobby. Lacking in diversity. City officials are too controlling and micromanage residents.
I gave "image and reputation" a "good" rating because I feel we can do more in terms of publicity. I gave "live as young professional" a "good"
because I think we could do more to offer work force housing, sounds like there is an opportunity to do that with a new development
downtown!
Wasteful with taxpayers money
Keep up the good work
Don't get bigger. Traffic at 3:00 and 5:00 is too big!
Taxes too high, nothing downtown but restaurants, too many condos, no public transport (not even a cab) driving horrible, small streets, too
many houses.
More affordable apartments needed, move handicap accessible apartments/ condos
Doesn't appear to be any plan- too many new homes/business. Losing small city atmosphere. Traffic is terrible
Love the leaf and snow removal services. The downtown parking is so much better with the structures.
Too much building going on. The last city government degraded the town, good thing they all quit
great place to retire
Taxes are too high for a retiree
Not a lot of kids in our area
Be careful with expansion of apartments, condos, and townhouses re city infrastructure
Rates too high for part of the city allowing growth without rates
New to the area and with covid this is a limited perspective
Would like bus service for the city. Do not like larger homes built in an established small home neighborhoods
Concerned about the increased high residential properties (Appt/High rise) being constructed in relation to infrastructure. Going to destroy
the quaintness of our city.
Not an exciting place for a younger professional. Limited outdoor seating, no good brewery
Too much emphasis on seniors and OPC we need to do more to attract young families
stop developing the surrounding area. What makes this place special is its proximity to nature. I don't like to see all the forests getting torn
down for housing developments
Wish they would stop putting so many buildings - condos, assisted living, homes, etc- destroys the charm and the animal habitat
We appreciate the overall "look" of the city
Dislike all the large footprint homes going up in the older neighborhoods
Would never raise young children on these residential streets, too much traffic at high speeds.
Haven't lived here long enough to really comment- I will reserve commenting if I haven't experienced a connection
It is expensive to live here as a young professional
Too expensive for retirement (taxes)

We love downtown and all the parks and trails that are so desirable and accessible, but our government does not seem very focused on
preserving the city's historic character or enhancing walkability...the very things that draw people to Rochester and increase property values.
We'd love more restaurants and bars to come to the area, being a young professional couple we feel the downtown could be improved upon
The new houses being put up after beautiful historic homes are torn down is very upsetting and disappointing.
Overbuilding, making Rochester a mini Bham. Too many new condos and apartments = more treaffic
Would like to see fewer high rise developments
Being on a limited income it's hard to live in Rochester but it's a good place
I love Rochester. Shopping especially like the residents of condo community
Better store fronts downtown.
Need more one story condos for retirement (not assisted living)
Schools do not reflect the community standards.
Love the lights downtown. Paying for parking downtown is a deterrent for visitors.
Appreciate preservation of historical buildings.
I have neighbors that feed stray cats and other wildlife and others that leave waste in their yard from renovations. Image is 4 due to this
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SAFETY
Not many emergencies to use as references thank goodness
Our police are the best -Where I live, NO ONE picks up after their dog. It has been brought to the attention of the HOA and nothing is being
done. Not only do people not pick up after their animals, there is a plethora of skunks and raccoons inhabiting near
my residence. My neighbor has called the city and animal control MULTIPLE times to no avail.
Need a traffic light at Parkdale and Wyngate ASAP. I believe this suggestion has been made multiple times.
Rochester is being a hub for outsiders who speed through the city and trashes the city. No modern way of safety is
there. We are relying on couple patrols mostly for speed traps.
We have lived here for 30+ yrs and have no reason to look elsewhere
Very poor enforcement of dog-licensing and leash requirements; I frequently see dogs off-leash and without the collar
tag.
We have never received an emergency communication from the city.
Cars drive way too fast in the subdivisions and on Main Street.
Safety is not a concern. although I am aware of my surroundings, I feel very safe in Rochester.
There is no survey topic that addresses infrastructure design and congestion. There are many greater urban
transportation models that can be referenced to illustrate what a "Regional Transportation Authority" can do to
enhance quality of living by reducing congestion while increasing regional accessibility. The notion of being able to
'opt out' of regional plans makes me very sad.
Would like to see sidewalks added to all City streets to as great an extent as possible.
Drivers are pushy and self important. Running stop signs and red lights. Deer are more than a nuisance. They
consumed all of my flowers and a good portion of the vegetable plants. They are no more than 4 legged rats and
should controlled as other pests.
Some of the crossing points for the Clinton River Trail are outdated and don't provide much visibility for crossing
pedestrians. I would LOVE these areas to be upgraded with flashing lights and a neon yellow scaffolding to indicate a
pedestrian crossing area.
LOTS OF CARS RACING DOWN MILL STREET
General concern about residents not being able to control their dogs properly.
Increasing traffic volumes having a detrimental impact on vehicle and pedestrian safety and on noise.
Had a tentative of robbery at my house in the nigh.
Still wish someone would address the pedestrian crossing signals downtown Rochester. The visual signal should
automatically switch with the lights. The button should only trigger the audio. There is so much confusion with the
current set up that it actually creates more safety issues than if they weren't there at all. I've been nearly hit multiple
times because the light is green and I go because I don't want to wait an entire signal cycle for the walk light to come
on ... but cars assume they don't have to watch for pedestrians when they see the pedestrian signal is "don't walk".
I've seen other pedestrians so perplexed by the fact that they don't get a walk signal when the light is green, they
decide it must be their turn when the light is red - creating hazardous situations. This has got to be fixable with
technology reprogramming the way these crossing signals work.
Owners/walkers not responsible for dog waste Wonderful bike trails, but no provision for bicycling in town or
neighborhoods (bike lanes, right of way, etc)
Not happy with lack of police patrols, they only come if you call. They need to drive around
When waking in town we feel very safe. However, when running before work we feel very unsafe with so many drivers
running stop signs and not yielding to pedestrians. Main Street, Walnut and Diversion cross walks being the worst.
too much speeding/tailgating
We spend a lot of time walking from Tienken to downtown and are usually almost hit by a car at least once
No patrol for aggressive drivers
wish we could do something about the deer
Tienken can be tricky
More enforcement needs to be done regarding people who let their dogs poop without cleaning it up
Very safe community. Police are present in our neighborhood
Enforce traffic law involving autos stopping on crosswalks at signals
Special thanks to the Police Dept. for having an officer pick me up from an injury when I fell while walking/jogging near
the library last July and bringing me home!
26 full-time employees on police for 15k people for a 3 square mile area - way too many employees, crime rate is low.
Excellent fire department
City animal is fine, the leash holders leave something in question

Too many deer
Need more police present on Main Street for people running the red lights
wish police came through my sub
When walking dogs I constantly see vehicles run stop signs
From main street to livernois - always excessive speeds with almost total lack of law enforcement. Poor traffic light programming North
Bound TFC DIGT @Main street/university left turn
When a deer was struck in front of our neighbor's house, it took the police department nearly 15 minutes to respond.
Should not be on phones while driving!
Because of vision problems, I do not often go out after dark
No one stops at the stop signs on Elizabeth st. cars drive very fast and don't stop for people
Poor monitoring of speed on Letica between Parkdale and Romeo. No one monitors the speed limit ever! Need a bike path on Letica for
the bikers. NOT SAFE!!
Recommend installing a concealed road sign on west bound Runyon Rd just before the corner at Ramblewood Dr. There are a lot of
close calls at that intersection and a roll over accident within the past year.
More police to be visible needed, university is a race track. Too many dogs off leash & in cemetery
Police have addressed neglect of dog in area (some officers better than others)- - but repeated neglect is a problem
I live on University Dr. Terrible speeders. I have called many times. Multiple ambulance accidents. Nobody goes the speed limit.
Sometimes I can't cut my lawn for fear of speeders. Worst spot in the city. I have lived in Rochester since 1975.
I live at a busy intersection and at certain times of the year there are 20-40 Canadian Geese that hang out on the corner and impede
traffic
We all have that 'road rage' mentality when we get behind the wheel, and no one likes getting pulled over, but the City of Rochester
should step up speed enforcement. The tow-behind speed signs never really deter speeders.
For animal control, invisible fences currently allow dogs to come right up to the sidewalk. There should be an ordinance that these
fences are in line with the front of the house. My daughter was bit by a dog who went through the invisible fence. She had not time to
react and run. If the fence were in line with the house, it would provide reaction time.
I am originally from south Africa so the safety issue is really important and really different for us
Cars and trucks are still going 40 mph on Parkdale near the corner of Elizabeth. Many kids live here.
Have always felt safe
I need to see more patrols
Emergency communications- not sure- thankfully we don't have many. I think we could use a little more.
Nee more lighting and police safety. Park needs more attention
Dogs without leashes are everywhere, not enforced.
No enforcement of COVID guidelines in public areas, trails, parks, etc.
heavy traffic and speeding on parkdale
Need to get a better handful on Deer in Rochester, too many yards destroyed
Deer population is very bad
can be dangerous crossing main street
Website is poor - lack of emails or communication
My family's perceived feelings of safety have greatly diminished in the last year. I, myself have been stopped by Rochester police, while
jogging/walking and asked if I lived in the neighborhood. Regarding animal control - walkers aren't using leashes on their dogs, or they
give a long lead and dogs jump at passersby
Too many cats left to roam.
Sidewalk along Van Hoosen cemetery is dangerous
Bikers seem to take over the sidewalks, telling walkers to get out of the way. Make bike lane in the street
Outstanding community-minded police department; Walking in downtown with heavy traffic is a concern
Did not care for the small decks placed in the roadway parking spaces downtown. Was disaster that hopefully was adverted by a single
wayward vehicle.
Careless drivers all around Main street and University Drive
The speed traps are over the top. Is this how we fund the police and court?
Cats should not be allowed to roam freely
Most of the residents on my street, dead-end miller side, keep house light on, very dark street lights at Parkdale and church parking lot.
Loose cats are roaming around?
Cars go too fast through neighborhoods and downtown
Drivers tailgate, speed, run red lights and stop signs, block crosswalks, all routinely, and I have rarely seen anyone pulled over by police.
I have a lot of confidence in our police department, they are much appreciated
We had a teen sneak out one night on his bike and are so grateful for and reassured by the police
Speeding drivers
deer problem!!!!
Overpopulation of deer and beaver and other small mammals. What happened to required dog permits? Pet owners not cleaning up
Concerned about safety walking the trails due to coyotes. I don't feel safe letting my kids walk into the green space due to seeing and
being watched by coyotes several times on family walks.
I live in the downtown neighborhood and speeding is a big concern. Many people also use the side streets to bypass downtown and I
worry about my kids outside. Regarding animal control, we have a severe stray cat issue in the downtown neighborhood too.
Very responsive police and fire departments.
We have always felt safe in our community.
Deer in the city residential areas is becoming a problem. Up to 8-10 deer are often wondering down the middle of the street that we live
on any time day or night
When cars race down the street or people turn right when they have a green light but do not check for people crossing on crosswalk.
Police are very helpful

Impaired driver in miller Baldwin area drinks does drugs and drives all day and night to Quik Pik
Animal control - not sure what you are asking
I am often nervous letting my teen walk downtown due to drivers not being aware of pedestrians
We need stop signs on 1st street to control traffic!
Seem to have growing population of Coyotes and too many deer.
speed limits not enforced enough
Need more police presence in my neighborhood on milller. They blow through to get into the condos
The city of Rochester does an excellent job with emergency communications!
emergency services are great
Residential speed control needed, have never seen this since I've moved to Rochester
Tienken and Parkdale roads have become very fast through fares from Macomb county
Too many deer roaming residential streets
Better traffic enforcement is desperately needed. I don't feel it's safe for my kids to walk and ride their bikes because drivers do not
have any regard for pedestrians or bicyclists. We need to create a more welcoming culture of walkability that is severely lacking in this
city.
Need feral cats, raccoons, and skunks caught. They are multiplying terribly plus we have a neighbor who feeds them.
Main street traffic is too heavy to feel like a true downtown died - even w/ lower speed limits- it feels too traffic - would be nice t have
and "old main" vs. "new main"
Lane jumping and not allowing space in between cars, emergency stops for pedestrians are a hazard - pile up in rush hour
Do we have animal control? Call regarding wildlife aid and Rochester Police came. Could use animal control dept. Never used emergency
services.
Bikers (regular) are a concern as most think they are entitled. Too many phone users
Cat alley - 4th and taylor
Police and fire departments are outstanding
Even with a walk sign people often cut you off. Need stop signs on Parkdale. No true crosswalks on either Parkdale or Romener road
where people stop for walkers
Deer are pretty common in old housing downtown area. Safety while driving is poor in most towns- but walkers here do not pay
attention in the core downtown and makes driving difficult- jaywalking crossing mid-block, ignoring don't walk signals. This should be
patrolled. Left turns on main street is difficult and the number of U-turns I have seen on main street is crazy- need more police
presence.
Keep funding the police
The city tried to "live trap" beavers. On 2/26/21, I witnessed animal control shoot and kill the beaver. The city has destroyed a beaver
family. I am disgusted.
No one obeys the stop signs at Elizabeth and University of meadow lane
After 5 hours today, I had to go online to warn residents in my area of a water main break. Is the water safe? Who knows, because no
one said anything online ANYWHERE
We have had issues with the police and racial profiling
Good police visibility
Lot of deer is the only area for improvement for driving safety.
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
There are some walkers that scream obscenities' occasionally
Need to issue violations of south bound vehicles running red lights at 2nd street
Holy smokes, people run red lights and blow stop signs around here ALL THE TIME!
Congested traffic
Our house backs up to Rochester place apartments. There was a recent car theft /break-in there that has us a little spooked. Rochester
place doesn't do much to alleviate its residents' or neighbor's concerns
Too many deer/too many deer related accidents
I have a lot of barking dogs that need to be attended to in my neighborhood
I've lived all over the world including developing countries, and the only place I was robbed was here in Rochester. My car was broken
into three times and items were stolen once
[illegible but something about the deer]
I'm originally from Colorado. Everyone in Michigan drives like a look! Very Aggressive
I have noticed a change in (not really animal control) pet owner etiquette...reigning dogs in, scooping, etc
Cars speeding on residential streets
Some streets are very busy with cut through traffic. A few more stop signs would help slow traffic down
Problem with unleashed dogs - excellent police response
Fantastic police, fire department, and EMS/EMT
feel very safe!
Need to stop bikers / cyclists from riding in the middle of the road that has no bike lane. Specifically 2nd street, Letica all the way to
Tienken and parkdale- someone is going to get hit by a car.
Emergency communications are inconstant, if they are made very little information is passed along.
Walkers and bikers need to be more watchful and obey traffic signs/ lights more
I think we have an amazing police department
Police and fire are very responsive.
Animal control came to my house to trap a wild animal! And the other night I couldn't get my front door locked and had to sleep with it
open all night but still felt safe! I'm so lucky to live here!
If it wasn't safe we would move
Cats run wild!
I feel our police department does an excellent job! Very quick to respond and I see them out in my neighborhood!
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PUBLIC SERVICES
better leaf collection communication
No experience with 9-1-1, thankfully
The way the water bills are split and some pay such a high rate without any warning is another tick against Rochester.
I am thankful that we can rake leaves into the street and not have to bag them. Police and Fire parades during the
early Pandemic quarantine were great and much-appreciated!
Everyone is playing their game. Nothing new or exciting. Probably same stuff from the beginning of the city.
Once again Taxes and water and sewer bills should be online and not mail out paper forms
The police and fire outreach during the early month's of the ineffective shutdown was greatly appreciated, e.g.
birthday siren celebrations. Overall, police presence seems adequate and appropriate. We have concerns about the
City's lack of willingness to own sewer and drain systems in various subdivisions, placing a substantial financial burden
on residents to address aging infrastructure.
Not clear why public works trucks patrol our neighborhoods. I assume looking for yard waste? Huge labor and fuel
cost?
Would be nice to know when the leaf collectors will be in my street. It's very random
I have used 911, for a number of neighbors in my condo complex and everyone has been efficient, friendly and very
helpful. Police, Fire and EMS are outstanding!
A primary satisfaction, living in the City of Rochester is 'provided Public Services remaining local'. Although there is
always room for improvement, this group of services and contracts has remained more than satisfactory compared to
neighboring communities.
Public works: I have had issues on and off with the garbage collection. Transparency: I don't know if the government is
transparent or not. I have found no issues with this, but I have also not been looking.
The police do a very good job of protecting the community, but, I live on W. University and I would like to see the same
traffic law enforcement on that street as I see constantly on Woodward/Ludlow. There is no enforcement of speed
limits, noisy cars and especially horrible noisy motorcycles. If in a smaller neighborhood the police would not allow it
to happen but ignore it on W. University.
I like the city newsletter they send out seasonally. It has handy numbers, announcements, and activity dates.
Leaf removal needs to be done more frequently in the fall. Additionally, It takes weeks sometimes for the city to pick
up down tree limbs. I've watched crews drive by and do nothing.
make it easier to find info on public services, website is not always very user friendly
Would like more transparency about when items will be brought especially now that everything is on zoom. Police have
handled matters excellently! Would like more leaf collection sweeps during all seasons except for when snow. Would
like more snow removal on side streets
Rated public works lower because we submitted an online request to fix our curb that is chipped & broken. Never
received a response from the city.
We have a real issues with water pressure and water service on the East side of the city. Drainage is also problematic
in our sub. There seems to be some finger pointing between the city and the HOA. The fact that the city decided to
offload portions of the drainage infrastructure to HOAs with their revolving volunteer crew of homeowners is a poor
strategy.
Leaf collection could be more up to date with real time information, or at least 24 hr notice as to where they are in
the zone
Citizens need to dig through info on website. More frequent communications (monthly newsletter rather than
quarterly)
Took numerous calls to DPW when i had a couple issues to get a call back and the issues were never resolved. One
issue was on the border of Rochester Hills and after contacting the Hills DPW they responded the next day and had
the issue resolved in a week, Rochester DPW never called me back. I was very disappointed after just becoming a
resident of Rochester.
I've signed up for the leaf collection notification with my phone number but never get any notices.
Patrolling downtown streets in the mornings would help reduce the amount of drivers that run stop signs and do not
yield to pedestrians.
Leaf collection sporadic. Snow removal causes mailbox and lawn damage and on courts it pushes snow into the
driveways instead of moving it to the center of the court where it is essentially harmless.
N/A since no experience
Like the city newsletter, good way to communicate happenings/events
Snow removal does a great job but the leaf removal is sporadic

Our neighbor had a fire last summer and it took over 15 minutes for the fire department to show up
We love our emergency services!
H/A newer needed those services but think they would be good
Roads always salted in the winter and good leaf/branch removal
We had a house fire that the fire department could not put out because their trucks had no water. The fire chief watched it burn down.
unless you watch cable there is very little the average resident can learn about what is happening in the government
Water is too high
It would be great if there were a scheduled day for leaf collection, so we know exactly when we need to be ready
Police NEVER patrol my neighborhood. I live by people who I caught smoking crack by the garbage dumpsters
City website could use some improvements
Police and fire are awesome
Public Services are clearly an inviting part of the community and always looking after the best of our residents.
Like before, I dont have enough experience with these services to really give them a proper rating.
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
Would like better info on when leaves are going to be picked up. time of the year and day of the week.
website needs mobile friendly communications board. when text messages are sent out, they need more detail either in the message
itself or at a link provided in the message
The snow removal services are wonderful, and we are always so thankful for them!
Street light at Ferndale and Pine is still out & DTE hasn't replaced it. HELP
Such an improvement to our lives in Royal Oak!
leaf pick up services seemed worse this year, less consistent...but we attribute that to covid-19. Fire, police, and city of rochester
employees are amazing!!
WEEKLY LEAVE REMOVAL
Please issue tickets to cars parked during snow emergencies. Plows go around them and then the street becomes a one lane pathway.
Was surprised by what I felt was a quite slow response to a house fire across the street, especially with a nice fire house about it 1 mile
away on 2nd street
we need a linger period for leaf collection
Which we had a water splash zone or skate board park for kids at parks
Snow service is great, leaf service needs to improve - very unpredictable. Need a more consistent day
Water prices way too expensive
Leaf removal service should be more frequent/regular. Enforce no parking during snow emergency on residential streets (terry avenue)
WHY DID POLICE MARCH IN BLM PARADE?? RACIST AGAINST WHITES
The sidewalk on Great oak blvd should be shoveled or plowed after snowfall
Leaf pickup inadequate - not often enough
It is clear that major decisions about community development are being made by people who are NOT listening to the overwhelming
voice of the community. So, it is hard to believe that we are seeing a transparent government at work.
Police actions during the Oct 8th Trump rally on north main were appalling. Police and rally members were maskless and nothing was
done to protect the counter-protesters across the street who were continually harassed. The actions of the department made me
ashamed to admit that I live in the city.
Condos on miller and Baldwin pay taxes to the city but our roads suck. They need to be under city jurisdiction. Perhaps someone in
infrastructure funds could go to that.
Wonderful people and services - snow, trash, animal removal, etc.
I have called repeatedly for speeders without action. Lighted radar signs on Romeo Plank and all over Ludlow. Dangerous pulling out.
People doing 45-50 MPH in a 25 MPH zone. NO POLICING
Just a personal opinion, but it would be nice if the City of Rochester would STOP leaf collection altogether. The Great Oaks apartment
complex along Ironwood Drive always puts their leaf piles on the blind brow of the hill, nearly causing countless head-on collisions!!!
Could the leaf collector's daily route be posted on the website? It would allow for timing of when to put the leaves at the curb.
Thankful for the leaf removal service
Too much money spent on police cars, trucks, nd new DPW building and now they will have to fill it with more employees. The size of this
town hasn't gotten bigger...
The leaf collection schedule was not adhered to this year and last Does the City really need K-9 units and how many times have they
been utilized
Have not used police, fire, or 911 services
I am having to install a $5,000 water softening system because all of my whites are greyish yellow. Water tested hard with too much
chlorine
Leaf collection should start earlier
Last for leaf pick up.
Rochester needs to find a way to get GLWA water without going through Shelby Twp. - or join with other agencies like SOCWA/NOCWA
I have not had to use these services so I don't know if I would be satisfied or not.
snow and leaf pickups are great, but the leaves could be done more often
Good to have a full time fire department
DPW dug up our front yard looking for a water pipe and left it that way for months
leaf and snow collection needs to happen more frequently
it would be nice to see an occasional patrol of our sibdivison
Very impressive about snow removal!
Rochester police are the nicest
The leaf collection was seriously lacking this year as compared to previous years.

Would be nice to know which day the leaves will be picked up on. Set schedule would be helpful.
All police/fire/DPW do an outstanding job. We need more PR in papers so we don't hide in the shadows from Rochester Hills.
Rochester police department is a tremendous organization
I've had 3 non-speeding tickets in the last five years. They are overzealous
Leaf collection has been slow
Public works - we have requested service on a manhole cover without resolution as it causes noise every time a car runs over it
police: sneaking up on residents/hands on guns/ due to a backyard bonfire/BAD. Not following up on actual crimes- theft etc. Old boy
network of backroom deals- ignoring what the taxpayers want.
Almost been hit walking from cars not paying attention many times in 2 years
Unfortunately I have had to call 911 and had police, fire dept, and ambulance here many times. Always wonderful!
Planning Commission sometimes cuts off public comments--even rudely. Some petitioners have not met requirements, but evidence shows
there has been no followup or enforcement. Promised answers from this board never materialized.
Thankful for the service
Live in stoney creek ridge north and leaf collection isn't as quick here vs downtown but it is important; same for snow removal
Would like to see more effort made to control speeding in downtown residential areas, specifically First street. We have been told many
times the Police department does not see an issue but we rarely see police presence on our street. However we have experienced many
many speeding issues, lots of beeping horns at corner and 1st and wilcox and near misses that could have been dangerous accidents.
Regardless of what the traffic studies report, residents of this area all experience these issues. (especially outside of the covid pandemic)
Local paper tells what's going on.
City council and government should try to avoid expensive law suits, because we lose too often. Please publish a schedule to city web site 2
days in advance of leaf collection. Sometimes during middle of leaf collection season in Oct/Nov, 10 days elapse between collections and
that's too long to have leaves blowing around from neighbor's raking.
Love the ability to rent public works trucks to fill with garage/demo materials!
Always felt the services we have needed to call on have been professional, polite and responsive!
cars blow through intersections; used to be against the law not to completely stop at a stop sign
Need to put out a newsletter more often
Snow removed is very poor, ever year we get snow pushed in front of our driveway and it makes a nasty ice hump. We don't get to vote for
mayor.
I have not used 911 in Rochester. I would like to compliment the police department - they are exceptional.
Snow removal is good, sometimes our leaves are in the street for over a week
I'd like to give snow removal two "excellent" rankings!
Fire and EMS take too long to respond. Leaf collection is too sporadic. Too many lost lawsuits
Leaf and snow not applicable to all condos areas but we pay the same taxes as if you maintained the area. Our taxes should be lower.
Public works - ask to call me, never get called back
DPW doesn't do their job and drive recklessly
Water on east side is high quality but very expensive. Water from well stains and tastes metallic
water rates are too high
We need stop signs on 1st to control the flow of traffic. This is a neighborhood, not a highway!
Water prices increases in the past 10 years gave been ridiculous we know of several that have reconsidered moving here due to sky
rocketing water rates
Don't seem to have a balanced approach for water / sewer rates between different areas.
Like above need more police presences in mu neighborhood off miller they "ignore" stop signs
Police seem very focused on downtown but you never see them in neighborhoods. Public works = awesome!
Leaf pickup map online is a good start. It just needs to be updated to show where leaf pick-up vehicles are working. Signed up for city
emails and have not received any
plow the reverse way so as not to push the snow in driveways
We need more walking/driving patrols on neighborhood streets. More enforcement of stop signs, speed limits, and red lights. The light at
Rochester and Woodward is a disaster. Rochester Road north of downtown is treated like a drag strip at all hours of the day and night.
Speeding on Inglewood is rampant as people use it as a cut-through. Inglewood needs stop signs or other speed controls. The city should
explore creative means to calm traffic such as landscaped islands.
We have neighbors that have 1 car always on the street - They have a 100 foot driveway and they never put both cars in the drive. We have
not had a street sweeper leaf pickup or snow removal in forever.
Great police and fire department education with schools and our kids. Not happy with trash pick-up vendor
I haven't needed police or fire or 911
I feel the police and police department is fantastic- thanks to all.
Went to Rochester Council. Not one person from the water tower was last to see the ATT lawyer LIED and paid off. Disappointed in City
council.
our fire and police departments are excellent!
There's is always garbage in the back alley on the west side of main between 4th s and university. Every car and truck by on Rochester rd
should know what special events are coming up/ happening downtown. We need a sign or banner or something
We pay for service but we do not receive leaf and snow removal
Police service is great, but need much more presence and traffic enforcement for cars and pedestrians- it seems as if people do not receive
their consequences- safety or fine for breaking the law
Retirement system raised to 401 status
If I could give it a 10 I would
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NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
Recycling options in Troy seem superior to Troy. No styrofoam recycling. No drop off centers for recyclables not
picked up.
The water is so-so. I use a softener to help
My only issue with the water is the mineral build-up.
The clinton river trail near downtown that we rerouted a few years has a VERY poor surface since the shift. It is
dangerous for bikes.
Again frustrated that now on property I bought, and pay taxes on I have to get a permit to get a tree removed -seriously?
I wish there was a walking path from The Bluffs subdivision to downtown.
Salt content of water is way too high, causes bad taste and mineral build-up on sinks and faucets.
The City does not need to spend money on an air quality test. Outdoor grilling and fire pits are not an issue. Please
take better care when conducting maintenance on the water system to avoid boiling requirements.
City of Rochester has extremely hard water. Causes a lot of build up fairly quickly in showers, sinks, and coffee
makers.
Bike trails need to be paved
The landscaping and overall appearance of the area near the duck pond and the sundial could really use some
attention. Lots of dead grass, weeds, etc. in that area. It should be pristine as that is the first place people see when
they enter the park.
Love the parks and trails and appreciate all that it takes to keep them in great condition. Some trees over roads need
to be trimmed back [Romeo Road].
There have been better, clearer guidelines in the past regarding what recyclables are accepted at the curb and drop
off options for other hazardous household items. It would be helpful to make this clearer.
I wish you would ban wood-burning fires in houses and outdoors in fire pits. They are so bad for the environment and
can affect my ability to open my windows or spend time on my deck. A lot of trees were cut down last year, which is a
shame. Does anyone check if everyone obtained a permit?
We go to Bloomer Park all the time. We love the parks! I'd love a footbridge between Bloomer Park and Yates Park
(over the river). I walk my dog on the CRT daily. It is such an awesome trail.
I wish the city would provide recycling services to the apartment complex we live in.
Trash/litter tends to accumulate along the trail heading West from Rochester Rd (behind Limpuma's).
ALL GREAT
The City needs to do more to ensure our residents know how to recycle correctly and are not contaminating our city's
recycling. Very little is communicated by the city on how to recycle.
More trees!!
Only concern is around garbage pickup. It seems a significant amount of trash is visible blowing around after pickup
on Monday. Late last year, I was approximately 6 houses behind one of the trucks and notice trash fall out the back,
only to be left on the ground.
Despite water softener, we still have an odor and mineral deposits
Our parks are wonderful but are deteriorating. The playgrounds are overtaken by weeds and need to be
updated/maintained. The DPW works very hard but seems understaffed
We sometimes smell "plastic-chemical" odor
Many citizens don't understand that Rochester's water supply comes from two different sources and those sources
charge differently.
Need recycling of plastic bags, we take them to Meijer
Never addressed public grass overgrowing behind my home.
Are large houses removing large/old trees?? City parks need to improve kids play areas.
The parks and their quality are a significant reason we moved to Rochester.
There are no public parks located on the east side of the city. I would like to frequent them but it seems silly to drive
to another neighborhood to do so.
I agree with preserving tree canopy but when trees need removal process is arbitrary and bureaucratic and worse now
has a committee.
no recycle separation of waste at rental property
Hard water requires more maintenance of kitchen/bathroom/outdoors. Ruins appliances- i.e. coffee maker espresso
machine
high water cost

Love the mature nature we have!
Looking to see encouragement of new trees on our street - canopy is disappearing due to old/disease but have have not received any
material showing how to add trees to our property between street and sidewalk. Drinking water seems worse than a few years ago - even
with softener on/off
Need to pave the clinton river trail between dequindre and downtown
Would like to see new trees planted so streets are tree lined around 135 Glendale
It would benefit people in wheelchairs if picnic areas (tables) were more accessible. Hard to push a wheelchair in the grass when you're
older and grass is heavy.
I am concerned about the loss of so many mature trees
Elizabeth park needs attention. Dead trees, weeds, poor landscaping
The playscapes in the municipal park really need an update
Bad news if you live next to a fire pit, ban natural fire pit fires. Require gas hookup
Water is high in minerals causing damage to my appliances
Trash service is slow and poor
Don't like the new regulation about tree removal
My only complaint is that I see dog poop everywhere I look - downtown sidewalks, Macomb Orchard Trail, Paint Creek trail, local
neighborhoods. It's out of control this winter
Could benefit from a recycling drop off center. I have to drive to the one in sterling heights
unclear about what to recycle, suspicion that much of the recyclables gets dumped into the landfill. More can be done!
Love the parks and paint creek trail
Appreciate preservation of trees
I live near Howlett Park - I don't like the un-mowed grass areas. We should not encourage deer
Water quality sucks
Water quality is poor
Especially the trails and parks that are kept in remarkable condition.
The new surface on the Paint Creek Trail is not great for freeze/thaw/bikes. So many of our older trees are dying.
unsure of Rochester City Well - have not seen/read anything lately about the water quality
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
Great parks, especially the one right downtown
Revitalization of Elizabeth St Park; Rochester City water requires softener and RO purification system for drinking. Trails are great.
need GFL to accept styrofoam or have other means to recycle this forever material. tree canopy is GREAT but of course we need more to be
planted as natural succession and attrition reduce our mature tree inventory. suggest bringing back the street tree program for trees to be
planted in the front yard easement, trees provided by city and maintained by residents.
Water is very calcified on this half of city water services - need to hook up to Detroit
Would like to see NOHAZ expanded
Would prefer to be on the Detroit water line and off the city community well. The water quality is not as high with the need for a softener
and having to descale.
Recycling co has missed our house a couple of times
Downtown park is A+
The water is full of minerals - I have to filter it before drinking
My Rochester "city" water, from the community well is undrinkable
PLease ass more wildflowers to parks. Complete Elizabeth and Howlet park.
Well-water is gross
NEED RECYCLING CENTER FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE
West side of Rochester has very hard water. Rivers are nice, but I would like to see some enforcement for the business that back up to the
river to improve their look and cleanliness.
I had found 2 twigs on the ground from a tree the city planted in 2012, turns out it was the only tree trimmed on our whole street...two 3
foot branches. DPW supervisor is very nice; it remains the most nonsensical act ever
Tree canopies are somewhat diminished- age and health of trees
Several large trees have been removed for new construction. Large tree on my street lost by careless workers during sidewalk replacement
We need a community pool
water is so very expensive, sure hope it is good quality!
The "feel" of the park isn't as nice with the new construction
We lived in Rochester Hills and Innovation Park is so nice. Rochester needs something like this
The community well water requires excellent home filtration systems and is very taxing on the water heaters, dishwashers, etc. if not
filtered. It tastes and looks terrible if not filtered
Good but deteriorating quickly - too much development
I would love even a very small off-leash dog park/dog run to be incorporated into one of the Rochester city parks.
Parks are nice but need fit and finish work. Take some money out of fancy lights and changing planters and flowers downtown several times
a year. Protect healthy trees, even when developers want to cut them down.
The concentration of lime in city water has ruined a number of my appliances and dishes.
Water is probably not as good as we think
Love the parks and trails
Too many old trees in the city are disappearing to put in large homes. Trees between the sidewalk and street are not being replaced.
Our concern in the tree canopy is the over development that will shortly happen in the city and bordering Rochester Hills. Harding Rd,
Diversion - city of Rochester AND Rochester Hills developments. Rochester Hills offers free trees every year - why don't we do this? I know
there are only 4 sq. miles but there are plenty of spots to plant
Avon cemetery needs TLC.. weed control, fertilization, etc.

Recycling of electronics should be provided at no added cost
The utility cost of water is absurdly high, and the water has to be softened. Other then that, it is satisfactory.
How is the trash collector GFL recycling our plastic waste (especially types 3, 4, 5)?
Promote tree planting - maple, oak, walnut, etc
The municipal park has become overdeveloped The tree ordinance is an overreach into private property rights. Do not restrict private
property owners rights over their decisions on what is allowable on their property or fine them for removing trees on their property that
they planted Grandfather clause could be enacted If the City wants to maintain its tree canopy then pay for ii with tax dollars not from the
unfortunate property owners that have received fines or charges for removing trees from their own property
Air quality on Rochester Road is poor due to the crazy amounts of traffic. Get big trucks out of downtown!!
Hard water
What made Rochester be Rochester is losing ground to people who don't remember what made Rochester a great small town
Calcium level in the water is a problem
Wish it was city water
Dead branches on city trees not managed frequently enough. Tangled in power lines, not trimmed enough, dead looking! 4th and Oak.
Power outages, garbage trucks pick up recycling sometimes, air quality is bad lately.
expand recyclables, and more tree trimming of neighborhood trees between sidewalk and road.
The apartment complex I live in does not get city water.
Enforcement measures on stormwater control and discharges would be good to keep our rivers free of pollution and sediment
More trees!!! Need to reduce traffic signs- too many- sign pollution, more natural elements
Need more tree trimming on older trees
Many old trees may present dangers. We think many in the right of way need to be moved
Need more trees along Dequindre and Runyon
A little carried away with the "green" thinking
don't like that Rochester residents are not involved in some Rochester hills parks such a yates and bloomer. We share things like the library
why not the parks?
Are my recycled items really being recycled?
Water pressure varies on a regular basis
Water too hard!!
There is so much calcium in the water, which is unfortunate.
We need more recycle dumpsters at Rochester Place Apartments
Rochester park is my favorite place
The city doesn't appear to require replacements for trees removed. It's also hard for citizens to recycle HAZMAT materials.
City should offer styrofoam recycling. We have to take it to Troy to recycle it, but at least the offer services to Rochester residents.
More focus on recycling and add trees to right of ways to improve canopy
Overgrown trees block the view at intersection on Elizabeth and Miller for oncoming traffifc
Finding recycling info is hard. My condo is a mess in this regard
Sometimes there seems to be a bad taste and or/smell in the water first thing in the morning. The large trash/recycling containers are too
hard to pull/push on snow covered driveways. It would be nice to offer smaller blue recycle bins with wheels and a handle.
Elizabeth park is rarely used. The addition of a small basketball court and playground equipment would be great. Our grandchildren would
surely use it
Rochester only splash pad and pool
I still do not understand how to recycle
I dont have enough knowledge of these items cannot make a fair judgement
very dissatisfied with the quality of the water
it would be great to have a dog park
Don't feel it should be necessary to have to buy a tree permit or pay the tree fund to replace it. Too much government.
I have Detroit water in Parkdale Forrest condos
greater enforcements of city ordinaces- residential yard patience, extended parking. Water quality - clogs faucets
city trees have been cut down with no explanation or warning! Business recycling was free- now another fee-based structure: this is huge.
Rochester has the money- do this as a part of the service as it was!
Shame on you for cutting down the Pine st/Main st "white elephant" sites
Would like to see ore recycling of more plastics besides 1 & 2
Keep recycling services at current level or above to preserve environment
Increase maintenance and care for Mt. Avon cemetery. Look at VanHoosen cemetery as an example
More frequent and local scheduling of hazardous waste disposal is needed. Also, practice of planting native species, especially in place of
grass, and avoiding fertilizer are recognized as desirable for the environment.
From the Clinton river trail at Dequindre to downtown to the trail past Dino hill North and West, the only other thing I've seen that
compares is in Boulder CO and it runs though out "backyard" as a community
Dinosaur hill nature preserve is woefully neglected. Invasive plants are problematic!
If we want to have a tree canopy and be a Tree City USA, then we shouldn't cut off lawn watering during the summer. Restricting watering to
Midnight - 5am essentially cuts off watering for families that do not have automatic sprinklers. And when the lawn isn't getting watered,
neither are the trees. And if the trees don't get watered, they die or grow slowly. So please do not limit manual watering to Midnight - 5am.
We feel so blessed to have so many beautiful trails and parks right in our backyard.
I like that Rochester city officials continue to protect the tree canopy. I would like to see a list of Michigan native trees available
Need to continue to work to maintain existing and even support planting new trees in or even off of the ROW when trees must be removed
i.e. Ludlow reconstruction, it is shocking to look back at Google Street View which is still before the work was done...

I would like to see the use of harmful pesticides successfully transitioned to organic and regenerative management (ban glyphosate). I would
like to see more recycling in the municipal park. I would like to see more trees in our city and better protection of the trees we have. Such as
stop letting contractors clear every living thing from a property when building a house.
Air quality is good. Motion to Eliminate all wood burning is irrational and should never pass nor even be brought up for consideration.
Not enough garbage cans on mainstreet
Innovation hills has glow in the dark sidewalks yet the park is closed when dark, seems like no one thought that through. My kids have only
ever seen it glow in the dark when they put their faces to the ground and cup their hands around (embarrassing Rochester!)
A lot of older trees have been removed. The "city" water is too "hard" to safely drink, bathe, wash windows, etc
Park on Elizabeth need to have play structures restored. It used to have them.
GFL recycling is excellent. City needs a place here with reasonable frequency and hours to drop-off household items banned from GFL
picking-up
Wish we didn't have hard water
We are on Detroit water, and we appreciate that you take the recycling but we have no idea whether it's actually being recycled. A report on
that would help us
Water downtown tastes really bad, Nice neighborhood, poor water.
I feel that the residents of Rochester should not have to pay to walk their dogs at the park
city water is usually hard, sediment in water.
Occasionally the trash and recycling services fail to pick up some of the items
If you continue to let huge complexes into our community, I feel this will change my opnions
The appeal of park areas along trails has dwindled due to encroaching housing and unnecessary removal of natural habitats.
Think we could do more here, maybe offer a rewards program or food composting? Love that they take yard waste and tree debris.
Good job! Appreciate our water is being tested and we get feedback
Lots of garbage in river and trails
Much needs to be done with older trees with large dead limbs plus large older dead trunk trees on private property are in need of removal.
Bush and small trees and shrubs at intersections totally remove the few. Within a time frame, there will be a bad accident because of loss of
view, and has been that way for years.
Trails could use more litter containers, see a lot of trash and dog waste left
I live in an apartment. Dumpsters are full 1-2 days after pick up. Recycling containers full day after pick up
Troy's water is 100% better. I fill up jugs for my family to drink.
Love all of it
Tree committee is a very positive addition
we love the paint creek trail!
Sometimes low water pressure
the well water smells terrible and has a particular matter. I had to purchase a softener, the I still saw my water bill increase. There should be
more to have better water quality with the taxes we pay
Water pressure remains low and I've replaced all my filters
rivers need to be cleaned to be able to go canoeing
Too much traffic on 1st. We NEED stop signs to control the flow and speed of traffic!
Need more containers for recycling 3 families live here
Rochester city water is poor quality, hard to stop mineral deposits eve with home filters.
They don't come by enough to trim city trees or bitcher current ones
There should be a readily accessible city-owned recycling center. Soccra is too far away. Also, more trees, please! Less development! we have
enough!
Recycling does not always pick up needs to be called so that is frustrating
Would like to have access to recycling hazardous material such as soccra
Water is horrible; taste, smell, and it's not cheap, water pressure is not good! parks and trails are great!
Air quality needs to be monitored when traffic picks back up in summer/ fall
Some of our parks need maintenance. The Elizabeth Street park used to have a wonderful playground but has now been abandoned. St.
Andrew's Church has been allowed to use Howlett Park as a drainage ditch and took down a wonderful climbing tree for that drainage
project. The little walking bridge over the outfall in Howlett Park has been in disrepair for several years now and poses a safety hazard to
children. Our parks have been heavily used during the pandemic and people leave trash everywhere. Our urban tree canopy is continually
threatened. The city allows huge street trees to be cut down on a regular basis and their shade will take a century to restore, but we do not
see new trees being planted to replace them.
Water is too hard - even w/ water softener, and filters. Water has caused skin issues w/ family, broken toilet handles ruined white clothing
Growing families need open spaces. More mini sitting and open areas needed. Over developed with expensive housing - good taxes for
services - not good for fixed income
Recycling company could provide more information on what is accepted, how it should be discarded, etc
Water still needs a lot of work
Poor is probably too harsh - however, even though we have the bins I'm not certain what can be put in them. Also, what about batteries,
LED/ CFC Bulbs, fluorescent tubes, scrap copper/ wires, and metal
Appreciate the ability to use SOCRAA/Oakland county recycling for hazardous waste events
The water could be a lot better
Sad that large trees are being cut down and being replaced with arborvitae. No control over the tree removal companies. They don't always
clean up and they drop huge chunks of trees that shake your whole house.
It would be nice to have public recycling bins downtown by trail
Some parts of the trails have dangerously steep drop-offs; scary and big safety concern with young children on bikes
Tree canopy in main street is poor following no waterfront
Need more info on what can be recycled and what shouldn't- the web info is not complete
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Rochester has grown so much and become quite crowded with new residential and commercial areas that our roads
do not seem to always accommodate the amount of traffic we have. Traffic lines can be very long. We wish some of the
newer commercial buildings were less modern-looking and a better fit with the traditional look that makes Rochester
so quaint.
Some new buildings appear to have skirted certain code enforcement, particularly height limits. We encourage the
limitation of new housing developments to prevent congestion, and we appreciate the beautification of downtown
through redevelopment.
Houses sell quickly, which we understand is great for the city but for the buyer it's hard. All houses seem overpriced
and it makes it hard to look to buy here.
There are some areas that could really use some sprucing up.
I am all for development and tax money coming in but we seem to have a lot of senior complexes planned and we
have a lot already that are not fully utilized. Are the apartments/condos that were approved every going to be built? I
understand the pandemic slowed things down, but just wondering.
1. Rochester will loose it's quaintness and historical attraction if 'big foot' development continues at the current pace.
2. With over development comes need to insure run off water is managed between newly paved areas through to
rivers and tributaries with appropriate buffering so as to check flooding, as our weather events are fast becoming
abnormally severe, far too often.
Redevelopment of existing housing: I think there are too many tear-downs. I would like to see more renovation of the
existing houses for character of the neighborhoods. Variety and pricing of houses: Again with the tear-downs and
building million dollar homes on those sites limits the purchase of homes in Rochester to those well off. It also drives
up the cost of smaller homes making it expensive to live here. Historic preservation: Same with tear-downs of older
homes. Also I don't think enough businesses downtown are preserving the store fronts. And I hear there is talk of
tearing down the Elevator building.
I hope you do not approve the Riverside complex at the bottom of 1st St. It will have such a negative impact on traffic,
the trail, pedestrian safety, ...
Our only criticism is the addition of high rise buildings, such as the new senior living facility on Letica, that block the
view and are a bit of an eyesore.
How much bigger and closer together can you squeeze them? No low income housing available. Only code I see
enforced is when it is brought to the cities attention by residents. People near me have weeds in the back yard 4' tall.
As I was told a few years back "yeah, that code and ordinance is on the books but we haven't enforced it for years".
Duh. I do not see much historical preservation. The Church I was baptized in is a brunch house. Pay somebody for the
elevator to save them from paying to tear it down?
This is an expensive place to buy a home, which has both pros and cons. For the historical preservation, how amazing
is Van Hoosen Farms?! We love attending the old-time baseball games every year.
The houses being built when properties are bought and the old structures are knocked down often take up entire
properties, making greenery and lawns scarce. Additionally, newly built homes are very large and can only be
purchased at extremely high costs.
Main city pipe to house is old, leading to lower water pressure than average.
Need work on 1st street near walnut to clean up some of the older homes. Too many building projects going up
creating too much traffic especially near downtown. Stop authorizing more projects until we see how everything that's
already in the works affects the city
Housing affordability is a growing concern. We should try to keep the city attractive and attainable for young families.
Please don't become another Birmingham.
Building monster cookie cutter homes. No focus on front porch neighborhood feels, just front lawn of concrete
We love Van Hoosen and the historic homes throughout the city. The new builds in downtown are very tasteful and
don't look overly large on the lots. Utilities are a little suspect. We lose power a bit too often, but usually only for a
few seconds at a time. Also, the water pressure is awful on the east side.
huge lack of affordable housing
The cost of water is incredible. Instead of replacing the water pipes which are old and leaky, you keep overcharging
the customers to keep fixing this old junk. Water is abnoxiously too expensive
Rewold building architecture does not blend with surrounding area.
No housing options for middle income, inconsistent historic preservation
Need to fix Highland Ave. Mahaffey to Englewood - Asphalt in poor condition
I wish there was better architectural control with new housing and renovations. A lot of stuff gets done that looks
"cheap"

I am concerned with the locations chosen for new multi-unit living structures, the area south of 2nd street already gets a lot of traffic and
this will only compound the density for current homeowners. Also, the multiple senior living centers in Rochester seems excessive for the
number of people in Rochester.
Based on previous announcements, Rochester established a team to assess all aspects of a new development and planned to use it to
determine if the development would be approved. However, I have yet to see a new big development be turned down. Houses, condos and
large develops continue to take over previous wooded areas and stain the hometown feel that we loved about Rochester. I hope city
government takes the residents request to not allow the river front place development to occur. No one in town wants it or the Royal Oak
feel it will result in. I am very upset that they let the new Tide development happen at the scale it did. The building is on top of the
neighboring houses with no consideration of easement.
Redevelopment of existing house stock is an issue that I am concerned about. There appears to be a general disposition against tearing
down old homes and replacing them with larger homes. If we don't allow this form of urban renewal, one day Rochester will find itself an old
undesirable community that has fallen into disrepair.
Don't want commercial to continue westward off Main Street. Ie tide building seems to large and too close to homes
Love the Van Hoosen Farm!
We are limited to Comcast for cable and I would like more options to be available.
zoning- not a fan of condo/ apt. developments- I feel it brings down value. Historic preservation- new-modern construction takes away from
charm and uniqueness of downtown
Building on letica/parkdale is way too big/tall for the community
Missed utility services - rechecked
We love the historic nature or Rochester and we are sad at the number of houses knocked down and rebuilt. we are losing the feel that
brought us to Rochester.
Surprised to have brand name monstrosity built at the entry of our downtown! Lots are looking to be maxed out by houses - less green
space appears from the street
way too much big footing and covering every available space with too many expensive homes. It's getting to be little Birmingham with people
priced out of the market
Would like more renovation of old houses, instead of razing them and building all new
Concerned about all of the older homes being torn down. Need movement to rehab older houses. Not enough housing options for young
people.
Large house foot print, too large and too close
Too many senior developments
6 story cedar brook-type buildings- please- no more don't destroy trails and nature access with more buildings
House shortage
It's sad to see so many smaller homes torn down and rebuilt with homes much too big for the lot
Need a dog park
Would like to see density kept where it is now. No additional high density projects like more condos or retirement high rises
I thought the handling of the dentist on Main was terrible! (Also the Chapman House)
Water bill is extremely high
Would like to see underground electric and cable lines
Need an enclosed dog park
My neighborhood needs new roads and code enforcement at several apartment buildings & condo associations?
our neighborhood is under constant, disruptive construction w/ demolitions and new builds ( near downtown) disappointed to see historic
homes torn down
Save old homes and buildings
See previous comments. Prices will not attract young families, declining public school enrollment should be expected too costly to acquire
real estate.
Too many new homes (big foots)
Want more affordable housing, increase diversity
Frequent power failure by bloomer park and John R
More needs to be done to ensure there is adequate affordable housing. When city employees cannot afford to live in the city, it deserves a
second look.
Power outages in Bluffs sub
I dont know enough about all of these to properly rate, but I will say at first glance the city looks very nice and seems to offer a wide variety of
parks/housing/services.
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
i live in apartment complex not neighborhood
tighter aesthetic controls for new builds and existing building major renovation. great example is the fire station. horrible example is FRS'
building which is already architecturally dated as soon as it was built since it was a very cliche and fad design. Recognize they are an
important organization in our city but the building does not fit in to our historic-urban context
I accept the fact that builders make more money building luxury homes and apartments, but could we also diversify for those with mid- andlow range incomes who want to call Rochester home?
Builders take advantage of the city - not issuing violations during home builds - blocking sidewalks on front lawns and city easements
Too many tall new buildings which house too many people. Traffic is terrible and green spaces are less prevalent
Rochester needs more 1st-time-buyer type homes for young families. We don't need more apartments, condos or $750,000+ homes.
Keep preserving parks and trails
People in our neighborhood do not keep up appearance of houses
Public pools, skate parks - good addition, similar communities we have. NOT HAPPY WITH: Tide cleaners allowed to come into community,
hurts resident businesses
Pricing and variety of houses is giving way to too much density and high prices

There's no reason why subdivision roads, curbs, and gutters should be failing in our City based on tax rates. A major problem is that the
downtown skims off a huge amount of city tax dollars and spends them unwisely there. Now the City is approving massive developments
that change the character of our city to try to backfill budget holes.
We continue to complain about the condition of the fence that separates our property at 1136 N Main from the business to our north. We
have complained about its condition of disrepair twice noting that it needs to be replaced. In both cases, the owner slapped together repairs
while the fence remains a hazard.
Save elevator!
I have answered N/A bc I am unaware
The redevelopment of the existing housing stock should be more controlled to maintain the character and affordability of in-town housing.
Too much emphasis on growth as opposed to maintaining the character that drew people here in the first place.
Not fond of trophy houses without front porches which seem to be supplanting long established homes. (I do know it helps property values)
Also, need to be neighborly and get rid of political signs in yards months after election.
Crosswalk on Dequindre for trail needs to be addressed - cannot see people coming off trail to cross road
Many homes (the older ones) are not very well maintained. Huge difference among homes, small homes are fine if they're well maintained
New buildings ruin Rochester
Low hanging wires and removing historic homes - so sad :(
Some buildings very tall - takes away from the look/feel of the community. Need more green space in general - very crowded. Old trees
removed for sake of builder wants
With COVID more people are outside, numerous dogs off the leash in parks and on sidewalks. More bikers - often aggressive on sidewalks
and trails. I've had them scream at me while i'm walking my dog
Too many huge homes that leave no green space. Old homes are being enlarged, creating beautiful homes but no green space, with old
trees removed in the process. Trees are not being replaced with trees but low growth landscape.
Cedar brook building is too tall for location.
531 w. third is a mess. Needs to remove the bed, chairs, and signs
STOP TEARING DOWN THE OLDER HOMES!!! The newer houses along Woodward St. and Ludlow St. are gawping and unsightly to look at, and
they've driven out people like myself who would do ANYTHING to buy a house here in the City of Rochester. The average asking price of
housing in Rochester is well north of $750,000, so what the hell was wrong with the little bungalows at $200,000!?! Greedy, money-hungry
animals...
some old structures along tienken should be removed. very dilapidated and an eyesore
As a single woman it's hard to find affordable housing here. I would love to purchase a home here but it would be impossible for someone
on a one person modest income
Too expensive, but not as bad as Birmingham
Seems like there should be more affordable housing options
Power outages are far too frequent
Many houses now are 100 years old
Too many buildings have gone up in the past 5 years and it is destroying the integrity of the city. It is not geared toward the residents of the
city
One neighbor leaves an RV trailer in the driveway all summer. Also goes overboard with political paraphernalia - a real sight!
Cramming large houses in small neighborhoods steals away the charm. Houses with no yards and no privacy
Parking violations on side street not addressed
Our subdivision is just now understanding that we are responsible for our storm sewers. Not even sure when this change happened
Senior living development is too big for the area.
One rental house on my street is always in poor repair and renters don't shovel snow, rake leaves, etc. Owner does bare minimum, house
now painted differently on front than rest of house. Looks like a slum! Also, less teardown and more renovation needed of existing homesaffects character of the neighborhood.
As with most cities, there is little affordable housing and by this I mean smaller homes a single older person could afford.
Smaller homes are being pushed out bc of "bigfoot" homes
I live in a condominium complex. They provide services (water, trash, snow removal, road repair, tree trimming) as a part of their contract to
unit owners.
We are very disappointed with unmaintained homes. Yard maintenance is an issue using front porches as collectors of trash also many
homes in need of repairs
I think green space is being sacrificed for more high density living
Too much new developments - need our no riverfront development - green spaces
Too many large retirement homes. adds to population density
No more tall buildings, 4 stories max
snow on walkways, using street as permanent parking, dogs in park without permit. these are never enforced and we don't know why?
the city is loosing its charm bc of the bigfoot houses
large homes on small plots of land just crowd things
Not impressed with approved building sites. especially on romeo/main building which is totally out of place and is a huge eyesore
I live in a historic home and have had trouble with the city and locating documents so that I may relocate
Hard to get any land - too many houses cramped together
Some excellent neighborhoods, none poor or lower class. Good school system but housing costs getting too expensive for young families.
Small houses are getting replaced for large houses
There is an exponential amount of construction companies flipping houses. We are losing inventory of quaint, original and more affordable
price point of housing
Too many apartments and retirement housing
Seems like there are too many assisted living for the size of the community

Too much rental - not enough new residential housing
Too many quality older homes were/are being converted into businesses and parking lots or replaced with new construction
More historic preservation - more townhomes and apartments should be allocated
Must solve the sidewalk situation for bikers and walkers
I wish there was more affordable/inexpensive housing
Too many multi-family developments allows for too much traffic on Avon, Tienken, Ludlow. High rises are taking over and look out of place
Utilities: Water and sewer costs are prohibitive. Cost for water should be uniform throughout the city. Code enforcement: Solar panels?
The council appears to support the destruction of existing housing for rapid expansion, some of which doesn't blend with the surrounding
neighborhood and then is left unkept when developers can't sell it. Code enforcement is done when a complaint is raised, but proactive
enforcement is lacking.
Keeping a balance of housing stock for all incomes continues to be a challenge. Big foot houses on lot lines is a problem for neighboring
homeowners.
Variety and pricing- Affordable housing is give and take. It is very limited, however it is what drives the desire to live and work here.
Poor/unsightly maintenance of building and grounds of factory at 2nd and Elizabeth that we have to view from our condo buildings
Water prices are over the top
Too many condos, need more green spaces
would like to see so9me lower prices on apartments
very disappointed with the building of huge houses next to small ranch homes downtown. Need more affordable housing for younger couples
and retirees
Most housing replaced does not fir the established residential area
We need to protect our city's past. What can be done with the "elevator"
Not enough good houses for sale, low inventory
We enjoy the trails and parks. We are a little concerned that there is overdevelopment going to happen with some of the direction we are
witnessing
please be mindful of the redevelopment of existing homeowners, I was promised elevations would be disregarded and it was
"new buildings" what does that even mean? code? used as a punitive measure if you're not an insider. I am surrounded by broken codeshistoric if the city owns the building they can do what they like. Privately owned buildings the city has no right and waster on insane lawsuit
already.
Stop building downtown. Allow green space. We don't need apartments in every empty lot.
All for more historic preservation! Need more enforcement on snow removal codes for residential sidewalks. Able bodied homeowners are
not removing snow & ice
Power goes out in the Bluffs subdivision frequently and causes a great inconvenience
Too many mansions being built on small lots - should not be allowed in certain neighborhoods. Too many "senior citizen" developments. Too
expensive
Retrofit older buildings (e.g. HVAC systems). Use and promote solar power. Preserve green spaces. The Fall 2019 edition of Audubon
magazine, pp. 69-84, has an excellent article relevant to city planning. Surely someone is willing to read and report on it. I would make it
required reading.
Cost of housing is/seems very expensive. I could not afford to move and stay within Rochester.
I may be showing my age but I love preserving historic buildings, I don't believe in preventing progress but the mix of old and new is preferred
to homogenously erasing the past
Would like to see classic quality rather than trendy designs which will soon be outdated
We only have one option for cable. We do not like the height of some of the new structures
With all the renovations; house flipping or makeovers, the city's housing is getting less affordable. This will hinder young families from moving
in.
We feel that recently large/ tall buildings have suddenly been approved which do not fit the feel of Rochester.
When redoing existing houses to change overall appearance, the change needs to resemble/blend with the existing neighborhood! Is it
necessary to fill every existing empty piece of property into housing?
No green space, too much brick and mortar, housing is expensive, no diversity.
Rochester is changing so rapidly. It seems the city is very stuck on issues like having a front facing garage due to appearance but not other
issues (like the terribly run down duplex homes on 1st street). There seem to be some inconsistencies . Some of the rental homes in the area
are not kept up and it is a strange mix of million dollar homes and run down properties. The majority of the homes are slowly being torn down
and brand new homes with are being built. There are times when this is necessary due to the conditions of the home but it seems at times
they are just torn down to build homes that are just too big for the area.
In the downtown neighborhood area there are still many homes that suffer from blight. Yes there are a lot of new, beautiful homes too but
right next door may exist a warn down, house suffering from poor maintenance and blight.
No space
Please do not strive for Historic preservation at the expense of losing expensive law suits. Please do not advocate for affordable housing--let
the market drive the pricing. Please zone for expensive housing rather than affordable housing.
Worry that most redevelopment is very high end creating an imbalance in housing costs. Was a bit surprised to see a Tide retail location in
downtown area There are DTE reliability issues in our area
Historic preservation is very important to us, and we think that Rochester has been doing a great job of that so far.
It is disappointing to see old historians houses and buildings being torn down and replaced by building that do not represent the history of
Rochester but mirror housing in upscale Rochester Hills subdivisions. Houses are becoming too expensive for young families to purchase and
settle in Rochester. Rochester seems to be turning a blind eye to historic preservation.
Need to ensure balance of redevelopment versus keeping green space and history, examples, the likely removal of the Coop, the vacant land
across from the fire department to the river, the land between Mills and the FD, don't need to fill in every open space even if it means
sacrificing tax revenue, when possible City should explore purchasing open land even to make small sitting parks or open space\

Housing options are becoming limited due to nature of homes being built. It seems like we are trying to become Birmingham but that will just
push out some of what makes Rochester great, which is the first time home buyer that is starting a family.
Need to reduce the amount of houses getting torn down to build new ones, especially historic ones. It appears that lot coverage limit of 30% is
not being adhered too consistently.
Housing costs are higher which limits some from being able to move here.
Do not take federal money allowing them to rezone and remake rochester into something else! Do not approve federal projects
building too many neighbors love to see redevelopment. New housing will make us eventually look like cities closer to Detroit.
Housing is now too expensive for average families. Small houses are replaced by tall expensive houses and pending removal of historic barn.
Railroad station is a gift shop, loss of history to commercialism
Stop tearing down historic old homes to build mansions!
Hate the new Tide Cleaners
enough new construction!!!!!
Some blocks seem too dense
New commercial buildings downtown look great- new condos (royal park) and apartments have been strong. The "penthouse" building at
Romeo Rd looks like a jail- ugly!
Lack of affordable "starter homes" means lack of diversity in Rochester = white flight
Perhaps over built as the traffic in Rochester has greatly increased
Poor utility reliability
Hate the Tide sign
Sitting areas, benches, homes and apartments should be more young adult friendly, cycling exercise amenities, ethnic diversity need
recognition even in history, businesses
It seems that all housing (re) developments are only tailored to high income households.
There area a lot of power outages. need to invest in stability of electric delivery.
It saddens me that because I have a lower income I will probably have to move to a more affordable community
slow tp develop certain spots: Rochester rd north of Woodward 2nd st @ mill
Need to develop areas with future in mind. Retirement and assisted living buildings bring minimal value to city and reputation.
Tide cleaners downtown is weird
There are some rental houses that are not kept up like the other houses in town ( junked cars are left in driveways)
Water cost has gotten unexplainably high, not clear why?
Historically, money has been poured into the downtown business area and the residential streets/ sewers/ infrastructure has been neglected.
We want to see money devoted to residential infrastructure.
new developments are too close to residential neighborhoods
New buildings seem crowded creating high density and a great deal of traffic and noise. There is an obvious lack of affordable housing for
retirees.
Too many town gems (housing) are being demolished and replaced with new construction
The appearance of some homes are appropriate for a beach community. They do not reflect the character of Rochester or other homes in the
neighborhood. Although difficult to define/enforce, would like to see an incentive to "match the neighbors.
Availability of housing and price are set by the free market. I think the city is doing what it can but a desirable community results in low stock
and high prices.
The community is getting inundated with bigfoot homes. The density of lots are somewhat overcrowded with large homes on small lots
Too many "special projects" or exceptions little consistency in planning or new buildings. No affordable condos for seniors. Too many
aoartments.
Rentals are allowed to be unkempt
I live downtown on Glendale, and I would like to see the city enforce the setback between the sidewalk and the street better. I have some
neighbors do it themselves (planting trees) and it looks bad. No curb appeal.
Too many condo units- buildings got tax abatement on unsold property - downtown shopping pays almost zero per square foot compared to
residential.
Crowding of large buildings, senior housing entire second street and for various things for various ages of children. then choosing to mix
senior housing?? who came up with this idea?
Affordable apartments/condos needed no more high east apartments/condos needed
I am very concerned about development moving forward, Lots of homes being crammed into small spaces and big new developments. I am
concerned about Riverfront Development by Clinton River.
Housing is very expensive, housing too crammed, water is bad, water is expensive
too many clusters of new home and condos going up on every scrap of land
Tap water is not so great
be cautious of development
It's sad how many small homes are torn down for large homes that fill the entire lot
Water rates are too divided to many living centers
Do not like large homes built in small home neighborhoods.
dont develop every piece of green space, creates crowding and congestion.
Letting too many old homes torn down to build oversized homes that look out of place. Additionally, not a universal approach to support HOA
fairly.
Office buildings on north and west corner of university and many are poor, shabby competition.
The clarity of codes and enforcement os seriously lacking, especially "fencing codes"
Again, preserve nature at all costs or Rochester will lose its appeal. And special magic. Make apartments affordable. Make more of them
smoke free.
Too many housing options and growing!

We think there is too much residential building going on.
City council seems very interested in developing every open piece of land, too many large developments being considered
Not sure how Cedarbrook building was approved. It's too tall for that lot
The twos are for the lack of affordable housing for younger people and young families
Very disappointed in the "high rise" building at Leticia and Parkdale. Towers above neighborhoods.
There is a continued focus on new housing and building instead of redevelopment of existing and historic structures. Every new house that
goes up is a bigfoot mansion, which detracts from the historic quality of our community and prices out many young families. Code
enforcement on blight is lax. Perfectly decent houses are torn down and lots are left vacant for years while development stagnates in the
planning process. The vacant field along the north side of the Clinton River Trail on the south side of town is an eyesore.
We have cable lines hanging down in our back yard. Neighbor has a car in driveway that has not been moved in three years
Affordable housing, apartments not available for fixed or lower income. Benefits of services - OPC excellent, if person can afford housing/taxes
Lots id giant homes replacing the historic ones. New builds tend to only be older person facilities, would be great to have more things for 2530 year olds
No more skyrises!
Not happy with high rise or tall buildings not as integrated with the rest of the housing community
No more apartments, please!! what we need is affordable ($ 250,000 or less) houses for young families who can afford apartments here but
once they are ready for a house to have to look elsewhere to be able to buy. Also, could this be a financial investment to redevelop/ remodel
old houses rather than watch them all be blown away?
Stop building apartments
I would take this opportunity to state the property at 326 Albertson (currently industrial) is out of place surrounded by residential and the park
with the trail. The property would be a gem for residential (as zoned) with the exception of the questionable cleanup cost. My hope would be
the city of Rochester would negotiate and attempt to buy the land. The area could be a city park office with storage for vehicles, equipment,
and picnic tables. Animal park passes and visitor information available. I see that two city trucks are parked outside of the parking garage
nightly. City trucks make copious trips throughout the neighborhood Monday through Friday from the park to the DPW and other various
places, thank you.
I rent for now- I'm in the only 3 bedroom apartment I could find in the school district. Luckily it's very nice
Less high rise developments and more mid-priced housing would attract more younger people
Wish there wasn't so much development of open spaces. Not happy about the plan to move Rochester Elevator to replace it with condos. The
character of Rochester is being lost.
Houses are so expensive
It seems like some people get away with building homes much taller than the surrounding homes - blocking all light. Also seems like people
cover way more of the property than other homes are allowed to. Also - against the riverfront place apts project. There will be way too much
traffic going west on 1st st. don't trust the developers at all
Code violations are not taken care of in the time frame set by the city
I hear disgruntled opinions on a variety of housing pricing. I strongly believe the low-cost housing should not be a goal in city policy - it is a
marketplace issue. I strongly believe that rental/ ownership ratos have gradually shifted to rental and is lopsided in a bad way and will be
detrimental
Retain enough affordable housing so our community is diverse.
Too many senior/assisted living centers. That is not a long term solution for most people
I am disappointed by the dilapidated structures adjacent to my condo on 1st street, other areas are beautiful
Rochester road and Romeo Plank building is too tall and no green space, too many zoning exceptions during the last administration
Why is there a giant TIDE laundromat on Walton????
Too many empty fields and old/ugly warehouses on Elizabeth & 2nd Street
I love to see homes updated but we are starting to look like Birmingham with huge houses being build on small lots
Property taxes are high.
Bloomer Ridge Drive has been experiencing more frequent and longer power outage than other areas. It should be investigated and
improved.
Couple notes; water bill/expenses has gone up to almost a reason to move. We now pay x10 our expense just a few years ago. Not a huge fan
of the "Tide" laundry. New construction is in town and too expensive if wanted to stay post-retirement. Now "senior" living is too expensive
why did we have the addition of the high rise building in the town
The price of water is ridiculous. The citizens have never been convinced of the attempt to explain it
Some residential yards- too much junk, too large for the lot/ neighborhood too many multi condos, apts- seniors can't afford to move
Too many "big foot" houses on small lots boxing in homes that have been there for decades
development of large houses on small lots
Housing is too expensive - not possible to stay here. New developments are out of control
Tide cleaners building on university os BAD. New house on Oak street looks like it violates height code?
I wish there were more restrictions on homes in the historical areas of town - people shouldn't be able to build a mansion in between 2 1920's
craftsman homes
Terrible decisions on development- four stories and higher ruins ambiance of what used to be a quaint town
I do feel a lot of the small, starter homes are being ripped down and replaced with big-foot homes. I wish there was something that could be
done to keep the first-time buyer from being priced out of the market in Rochester. We bought our home in Northill area in 2014. We would
be hard pressed to buy any other home within the city now with the way home prices have sky-rocketed. Raising property value is good, but a
lot of this is due to the affordable 2-3 bedroom homes being ripped down and replaced with 2-3k square foot monster homes on small city
lots.
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ECONOMY
COVID has hurt the business downtown, pre COVID everything was great
Downtown seems too heavy with salons, restaurants. Would like to see more services/businesses downtown
Rochester.
The only issue with the stores downtown is some are not open on Sunday in general which is OK but when there are
special events and they are not open I find it silly. I went to town the sunday of the ice cravings and I wanted to spend
some money to support some stores but many I wanted to shop at were closed.
WE have lost variety with COVID downtown -- and we really do not need any more bars.
Let's make downtown even more chic and modern. Go all in. Road-side cafes, cycling paths.
Downtown is dominated by restaurants and financial institutions, and the ineffective shutdown destroyed many small
shops. We appreciate the lack of chains downtown. There appears significant employment opportunity for services;
however, there seems to be a dearth of opportunity for professional and executive positions. The quality of dining and
shopping is mediocre to above average, but the ambience and superficial experience is above average.
Needs more variety in downtown shopping. There are too many niche, boutique-y shops. All shops seem very pricey
for what they are.
Would love to see more stable businesses downtown. Also, I will never understand why the stores do not stay open
later on the weekends in the summer.
Totally support local business's - both shops and restaurants. Appreciate the DDA and all that they do to keep things
active downtown.
If you want Restaurants and Salons, Downtown is a 'go-to'! Otherwise head out to old town village where you don't pay
for parking after the first hour and have some anchor specialty stores, a Trader Joe's and Amazon/Whole Foods! We do
have lots of window shoppers on their way to beat the meter eating or grooming though!
Diversity: I would like to see a small grocery store. If you want Rochester to be a walkable community, then I would like
to walk to the store to get a carton of eggs or loaf of bread when I need it. Employment opportunities: Not looking for
a job, so don't really know what employment opportunities there are.
How many jewelry stores does one town need? Have to walk a mile from downtown to get a head of lettuce.
Downtown is such a great place to eat and shop. I love the Farmer's Market especially. We like to go and then go out
to eat afterwards.
More should be done to promote business (dining and shopping in town). Likewise, there should be more free parking
in town. Having limited parking, as well as, the hassle of paid parking deters commerce.
GREAT PACES TO EAT!
Costo is a little far
Love the DDA and all the activities they plan to engage the community and bring people to Rochester
2020 was a rough year for every business. The city appears to have done reasonably well. It seems that the number of
dining options has held fairly steady but over the years the variety has decreased. We have either small snack/carryout shops or fancy restaurants/bars. Sit-down, family restaurants (no liquor license) are disappearing. We used to
have Big Boy, Denny's, Krazy Greek, and Family Buggy (yeah, it was in RH but it was close by). Now we don't have much
more than Lipuma's and Red Knapp's.
Hope our merchants can survive the pandemic.
I only use Lytle's and the Library
Not sure how the small businesses are surviving the shutdowns. Could more have been done to enable outdoor dining
to help the restaurants?
Economic development = Large buildings = $ ??
Wouldn't mind seeing a Texas Roadhouse or a large chain restaurant nearby.
It is a missed opportunity for growth and the health of the city by seemingly not allowing competing small businesses
to reside in Rochester. For example, the brewery and winery currently in Rochester are subpar compared to other
local options, yet no other business similar to those are allowed. Also concerned with national chains being allowed in
Rochester, namely the Tide dry cleaners. Keep the national chains out and the unique small businesses in. It's those
businesses that give Rochester it's charm.
We appreciate the restaurants downtown but there are way too many salons for one town. Unfortunately, COVID has
shut down several of the stores we visit downtown. We would love a good little local brewery or wine bar in town.
Could use more
allowing chain brands/ companies would make me more likely to do more shopping downtown. Maybe a 50:50 ratio of
chain to non-chain stores.
downtown shopping is divided by a four lane road & traffic & pay for parking (i like pedestrian outdoor shopping)
Downtown is looking vibrant! Excellent job to Kristy and crew!

We need an anchor department store - like Mitzelfelds was. Too many department stores going under. Be nice to shop in one store to get
what you need. Helps older citizens shop easier.
Would love to have more options for clothing stores, like Talbots (Vamens is too expensive) Miss department store option like Marshall
fields
Appreciate the effort the city officials have made to support our business
Need to attract larger business
Need a Mexican restaurant downtown again
Downtown could use a more family friendly restaurant/bar. A place with good/casual food where adults can have a drink but not feel
uncomfortable bringing young kids (similar to the Union in Clarkston)
Find a place for drive through restaurant (fast food)
need a large department store similar to mitzelfeld's
I've been disgusted by the amount of dog poop and coffee cups laying around downtown, mixed in with other garbage and used masks. It
reminds me of NYC circa the 80's - I won't use a business with trash on their lawn/sidewalk. Clean this city up!
Mostly a place to live, not work. Not enough businesses targeted toward students, younger crowds. Need more night life/social options for
students post-covid. Need more black owned/operated businesses.
downtown shopping is quite stodgy. More ethnic restaurants would add interest. not much downtown to attract teens to 30 yr olds.
More stores, less restaurants and salons
Helpful to bring in more retail to address frequent needs. Sporting goods, affordable women's fashion. We know you compete with the
village also
Great downtown
Kruse and muer dominates, that being said...very hard to get into at night on the weekends. A couple more fine dining locations with great
food would be nice
Amazing events, farmers market and lighting show to centralize our community around our downtown!
ALL Building owners, mainly Attallah - MUST be held accountable with UPKEEP of their buildings - it's a disgrace that the University & Main
St. plazas owned by him (or whomever) are atrocious - they should either be completely revamped or TORN DOWN & rebuilt - the City
should be embarrassed of the lack of upkeep on these buildings
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
The State and County one size fits all restrictions on business and activities during pandemic has been disastrous for restaurants, retail,
hospitality and the overall well-being of our children. A strategic approach to public policy and public health balanced with public safety and
economic vitality should be the priority.
missing family-priced Mexican / Tex Mex cuisine (think Sagebrush Cantina). too many italian options. Rochester great place to live however
work for young professionals is hit and miss simply due to the size of our population. Due to COVID I intend to continue working for my
global company out of my home and the overall neighborhood amenities, parks and trails, etc, has facilitated my decision to do so.
Parking meters are a deterrent from downtown shopping. I personally have arthritic hands and using a charge card and a meter is difficult
for me
Sterling Heights has lowered their taxes for their residents, Rochester should too
No hardware store
We need to work harder to bring in business owners of color. The downtown dining options have gone downhill in the last several years.
We really only eat at one downtown restaurant
Don't change anything regarding downtown appearance and other rules of entry (no drive through)
Not happy with Tide cleaners, will be hurting 2 locally owned cleaners
The city is rich enough- quit trying to fill every space
Not a ton of Rochester white collar jobs within the city
Would love a movie theatre downtown
While there are beautiful and interesting events downtown, the overall landscaping, variety of shops and mainstream restaurants are not
unique
Need better retail shopping
*pre-covid* the DDA rocking it! Thank you !!
Would like to see additional dining or popular places to visit instead of a tire store/ pharmacy/ art gallery/ reading center that really doesn't
draw people to come into town.
COVID 19 affected everything! All excellent before
Lack of diverse dining options is evident
Retail takes a back seat to Macomb m-59
Downtown main street area appears on decline due in large part to exorbitant lease/rents/greed
The city's economic development strategy is not a lot more than spending as much as you can in the downtown and then figure out how to
pay for police and fire services. Downtown looks great and it should for the kind of money it gets.
Have been noticing more store closings.
Could use more creative restaurants and diverse shops. A little too old guard conservative.
Disappointed in lack of outdoor eating - had an opportunity when main was repaved. Blew it big time!
Came from Birmingham, love this downtown area!
Love downtown!!
All things considered (during the COVID-19 pandemic), the City of Rochester is still holding its own, which is nice to see.
Would like to see some restaurants that are more contemporary like Union/Woodshop in Clarkston, for example or restaurants that might
be in Ann Arbor.....
Many stores / restaurants have already had a difficult time staying open, then COVID happened. I truly hope these businesses will be able
to stay afloat...we want to keep this businesses around for a long time.
Too many restaurants , need more diverse shopping

Can we REPLACE the post office parking lot and not just repair it?
Too many salons, reality buildings- not enough diversity for places to eat
Young couples need more smaller homes available not leveled to build half million to million dollar mansions to the property line - no light
no yards - not affordable
See previous. Too many steak houses, Some restaurants on trend like ferndale or lake orion would be great
Landlords of businesses: are they concerned about empty buildings?
Store hours need to be longer need more entertainment options. stores need to be dog friendly
Downtown is amazing!!
I miss ace hardware
We need something different for dining outside of the box...foodie food
More diversity downtown and statements from city on diversity? inclusion? equity?
Even though there are a decent amount of restaurants I wish there was more variety
wonderful
Need more quick grab and go healthy meal options downtown
Neutral because it could be and should be much better- all of main street need to be beautified
The restaurants are not good.
Too many jewelers/resale places and banks. I need a department store and more boutique stores.
Types of stores are deplorable- not worth shopping at if not walking downtown. Great restaurant scene. Should incentivize more stores
people would want to patron. Movie theater!
Too expensive for blue collar, lower income locals
You need to study what Rochester was like 5-6 years ago, or even 10-20 years.
Need to bring in 1 or 2 bigger name nice restaurants . Many are marginal. Look at how successful Birmingham is- they draw people because
of named stores and restaurants
Too many salons. Not enough retail a la Birmingham
Downtown grocery/ market?
The shopping downtown needs to be improved. Stores are never opened
Dining in Rochester is the best, there could be a larger variety of stores open late on weekends
A Mexican restaurant downtown would be wonderful
We need more everyday shops. There are a lot of specialty shops but we need more general practical everyday shops.
Restaurants don't have "wait" capacity or places for people to wait. Road traffic density creates burden to neighborhoods
Need more restaurants
More outdoor dining
Too many high end restaurants
Poorly maintained infrastructure! Bridge, side walks, buildings are shabby. Light post need paint, etc.
more variety of shops needed less restaurants
wish stores would stay open later occasionally
Diversity of business ownership is very poor. What is being done to improve this? Any plans in development? As far as a place to live and
work, Rochester has become less friendly in the last few years
Downtown - too many Italian restaurants and all owned by Kruse. BOO!
Kruse and Meut is my favorite
Downtown Rochester is the best
Need for more shopping options for men and children
Would love to see additional retail in town, perhaps a small food market where those who chose to walk can shop. Need to find an answer
to more brick/mortar store front vs. Amazon, etc. Good Luck!
would love to have a movie theater in town one day. A small one like in Birmingham.
Need good mexican downtown
Better variety of restaurants, ( need good Mexican, german or unique)
Lots of condos, expensive to eat in Rochester, north of parkdale, no fast food.
Could use a department store like mitzelfields. Quality but not high-end.
limited shopping and dining in Rochester.
Not sure how to address the economic development. Too many signs...stop!! Always were fine going two ways. Need a really good, not
expensive Indian food restaurant!
Love the downtown! DDA has done a great job adding new events
Still miss the mature trees downtown
Great restaurants but there's no real average stores; need a card shop, book store, and a handful of reasonably priced clothing stores
We miss Rojos!
I love downtown, farmer's market, all small events.
Retired seniors not always aware of this category
Fencing and garden beds on Mainstreet are pretty but not functional as they reduce walking and outside dining spaces. Especially
troublesome during downtown events. Difficult to maneuver in crowds
With covid, it is going to affect downtown businesses. Would like a few more ethnic/ different restaurants: like a Mongolian BBQ Indian food,
would love a Michigan by the Bottle tasting room.
Governor has killed this city, this state. Heartbreaking. Will not recover.
Too many
Please look at improving traffic flow and intelligent traffic signals. For example driving west on University from Main Street is really
frustrating because all the signals are mis-timed so that you hit almost all red lights. Driving eastward from Helen on University is almost just
as frustrating. Timing of traffic signals on Main Street could also be improved. Please look to buy traffic signals that detect when cars are
sitting at a red light and no cars are coming from the green light directions, and have the traffic signals change.

We absolutely love downtown!
There is little ethnic variety in dining downtown. Adding variety such as Ethiopian, Cuban, Cajun, Middle Eastern etc. would diversify
downtown dining .
I think it's hard to locate shopping diversity but the DDA continues to focus on it
In todays age residents should be able to easily pay online without incurring a fee's for using a credit card (water/sewer bill, taxes, etc.)
Rochester is great to live in, but not feasible to work within city limits. But lots of great employment in nearby cities. City appears to be
reducing commercial properties and changing to residential. Downtown looks great, but walkways have too many choke points with outdoor
dining and flower planters. Need to keep and expand outdoor dining and planters, so need to reduce parking on main Street at those areas.
The current pandemic makes employment opportunities difficult everywhere, however I do feel that there are opportunities in downtown.
Worried about the impact of COVID lockdowns.. definitely not good for the economy
Friends who own restaurants are not doing well.
Limit new developing. City is losing its country appeal
Little to no employment opportunities, manufacturing. Living here is a 5 but working here is a 2 one either owns something or works for
minimum wage
A theater or playhouse or concert "hall" would be additive. Longer store hours would be nice- even if just in the summer. Redevelopment on
chapman house is an opportunity
Downtown needs everyday shopping as well as unique shops. Reality is that most people do their shopping at chain stores - those should
also be available downtown
Too many knick-knack shops, not enough practicality downtown. Need more arts, social, music focus for you ng adults, stores are geared for
older seniors. Need more fun activities, diverse venues for different ethnic and age groups.
Need to have more businesses open on Sunday; also more draws for young professionals to come for shopping and entertainment
Free parking days downtown would boos spending
Develop plan to strategically put Rochester on the map. Thoughtfully utilize riverfront to bring business and economic growth while
showcasing natural beauty.
Not enough practical shopping downtown
There seems to be too many liquor licenses for the size of downtown. Good for business but the number of police stops for impaired driving
seems high also.
A friend visiting recently was so impressed we had Thai, sushi, and Mexican.. all her favorites.
Would like to see a movie theater return "Hills Theater." Also, miss the ladies shopping nights biannual or quarterly "girls night out"
City holds too much debt for its size
economic health great because of fees - no grocery store downtown - why not?? all these condos need cars, too many cars.
Would like a sagebrush cantina - mexican restaurant
With all the restaurants all we need is more of them and a lot of gas stations.
Have to go out of the downtown area for most purchases
We need more shops and restaurants geared for younger people
Too many restaurants - too many parking meters - not enough access to retail stores, most business is dining
Would love to see more destination shopping, variety of restaurants
love small shops, light show, and many other events in downtown rochester
Need more practical sort of stores and not so much high and specialty store
Better place to live than to work
Rochester needs more to attract the younger generation
I think we don't have the right people on these committees. I think we need to preserve the quaintness of our city
Need to add variety and larger stores to the downtown area
Diversity for younger professional is lacking
economic health of the city is great when there isn't a pandemic
Lots of turn over of downtown businesses Keep focused on small businesses
There will be increasing traffic with new senior housing developments. Those employees cannot afford to live in the city of Rochester.
Hopefully, there will be enough parking for the planned new developments downtown for staff. For the planned new developments
downtown for staff. Sunrise does not have a parking lot for staff and visiting health care workers
Love the DDA
Would love to see greater diversity in dining (more varied cuisine and a true artisan sandwich shop). Let's redevelop the Spartan Motel into a
small neighborhood gourmet grocery store and cafe! The new Tide cleaners was a ridiculous choice for downtown. What a waste. Instead of
the giant sundial we could have created a connection between the Clinton River and trail and downtown Rochester. The sundial was a waste
of money and represents a true lack of vision for the future.
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EDUCATION &
ENRICHMENT
Help the Community House
OPC -- very limited hours for the price they expect you to pay monthly PLUS they get money from our taxes. Library is
great and can't believe that wasn't mentioned here.
RARA has gone downhill in the 9 years that we have lived here.
Never visited Community House/Dinosaur Hill. Don't know where it is.
Dr. Shaner and the Education Board should be ashamed of the harm they caused our community's children, from
whom we have heard many unsettling anecdotes of the poor education they are receiving. We moved to Rochester
three years ago, in large part based on the reputation of its school district. Within a couple years we will have two
children ready to enroll in school. Based on our observation of RCS performance during the pandemic, we have
decided that under no circumstances will we be sending our children to RCS. We are preparing for private school so
our children are assured a proper education.
Great schools, my Church is close by and love the OPC. Anxious for them to fully open again - along with everything
else.
Many of the listed 'Enrichments' fall short communicating with Community. The Public Library does the best job of
keeping everyone informed of their events. Perhaps a glossy 'Stoney Creek Living' (at the moment too narrowly
visioned and entitled!} quarterly that combines all Community Organization programming in one coffee table
publication, would strengthen awareness and participation.
OPC is great if you can afford it. More effort should be put into a similar type facility for young people
We have not used any of the services above.
There should be more services that are catered to younger individuals. We as a community should be growing with
younger professionals, and instead I fear this community is aging out. It feels like before we know it Rochester will be
a retirement community. Likewise, It is extremely frustrating that I as a tax payer cannot use services (pool, exercise,
or even the travel opportunities) of the OPC.
Dinosaur Hill could use a little publicity. Great resource.
The OPC is critical to helping Seniors live longer, fuller lives. RARA is great for younger kiddos, need some more for
older kiddos/teens. Excellent library
OPC, RARA, Dinosaur Hill are gems for the community... and don't forget the Library.
My rating of K-12 is based upon challenges I have with the 'business' side of RCS and 'checking the box' for those
students that are struggling with education. I do not believe any other public school district would handle it
differently, but I believe there is room for change/improvement.
Too much emphasis on seniors, not community members
OPC is our biggest asset
Riding on reputation of K-12 education, Community house needs investment, no foreign language in elementary
school, lack of opportunity for exceptional leaders
not much using the facility and I can't rate it correctly.
Again, what was a very good school system, is now mediocre to poor. Many other school districts in this region have
been able to get their kids back in the classroom. RCS has dragged their feet at every opportunity.
I hope the question about dinosaur hill is not due to some attempt to develop the land.
Kids need to be in school full time!
In some states, senior citizens are exempt from having to pay school tax. Real estate taxes are much too high.
Schools in Rochester are amazing! We love our teachers!
RARA is missing a pool, we use them to play soccer but it's the same as other private options around, nothing special
or favorable, opening hours of the indoor playground are unusable for working parents
Library is best around
More adult programming/non-traditional student opportunities for classes/programs at Rochester University and
Oakland University
OPC is too busy. Probably needs to either have more restrictive use requirements, or charge younger members more
for use so the truly elderly don't get shoved out or restricted too much by this influx of "younger" members
Love the churches
The OPC is doing a poor job during the pandemic. Their latest free program (a meal) was booked up during their first
day. They're simply overcharging for activities and don't offer much help to seniors who can't afford their expensive
classes.
The schools did not provide enough diversity or understand different cultures
Would like to see OPC converted into a community center for all ages. Love dino hill!
Not sure what community house offers these days

Excellent schools, library, RARA
Love library and OPC
I am a member @ st andrews catholic church but it is always so packed. Maybe on expansion or satellite church option would bring people
more options
I don't know what a lot of the NA things are.
One of the main reasons that we targeted Rochester to raise our kids.
The city has not valued Dinosaur Hill for some time. It is a jewel and needs attention.
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
Not sure of the value of the RARA gym.
Both the Community House and Dinosaur Hill are City treasures that deserve increased events/activity options for Residents.
We frequent the library as well, and cannot say enough great things about their programs and staff
The OPC is a valuable asset to the community - library is excellent
Library is excellent
It is so hard to find infant childcare here. Very long waitlists. Library needs more copies of e-books. and audio books in app. We spend too
much money on seniors and not enough on young children (especially young children whose parents work full time). More preschool
activities
OPC is a home run!
Love the public library
best library ever!
Need a skate park and splash pad
Pay for it but no one in my family can use. Would prefer a pay to use policy.
School district is okay, but could be better. We had to start with private school then move our daughter to "Avondale GATE Magnet"
because no options for our gifted learner in the Rochester district
Lack of diverse religious/spiritual opportunities is evident
We had our daughter's graduation party at the community house and the attendees were very impressed
Hard to tell with the governor ruining the economy and putting business owners in dire situations
The OPC and RARA are becoming a bit much and they both need to tone it down some.
OPC :))))
Please don't let developers into Dinosaur Hill which is an area treasure.
1. Private K-12 schools have delivered safe in-person education during the pandemic, but RCS has not and has greatly failed its students. 2.
OPC transportation hours need to be expanded into the early evening and Saturdays. The need is there.
As a small business owner in the youth sports industry, it is difficult to communicate with RARA for support.
Why do I have to subsidize the OPC? I'm paying for something that I cannot use.
I really love and value Dino hill
Some employees of OPC have a condescending attitude - makes me reluctant to try new things there
The library is excellent. We utilize it very often. A true asset to the city
Community service house needs more lighting. Needs work on outside. Needs nice sign out at street with name.
Rochester schools rea great, however only one is actually in Rochester. Most religious/ spiritual opportunities are Christian based, Amore
diverse variety is needed
Our library is one of the great centerpieces of Rochester
Rethink educating. More money won't fix it or lowering the test standards. Liberal thinking is wrong for education and why can it be
allowed in our schools?
community garden is great but could use some improvement in top soil and new timbers outlining plots
Schools have gone downhill for the past five years and getting worse. Look at the test scores and the number of people leaving
"magic soccer" had a class at Bloomer park in the fall of 2020 for 3-6 year olds. There were far too many people there to have effective
infection control.
Normally a 5 on education, just not thrilled with the efforts regarding remote learning. I think it's way too little for the quality of the district
There is not sufficient cost-effective child care. The high schools have great reputations, however - SCHS specifically - displayed an
unwillingness to work with it and work with and work for students who needed additional academic support. Children were told to go find
a tutor. Teacher did not make themselves available for additional help. Counselor officed talked but did not act.
Dinosaur trails need more signs
Too much spent on OPC and not enough on the total community rec
Invest in both Community House and Dinosaur Hill to protect these city-owned investments.
RCS has done an amazing job with providing education for my children during this pandemic. RCS was able to quickly adjust to the
changing situations and offered in person and virtual options for parents
Some basic courses such as cooking dishes, or how to manage money would be nice
The current superintendent and school board do not communicate well with the community. There is no transparency. Our schools
(reputation as a "top" school district) are suffering because of this
Somehow free or cheap access to music lessons/ orchestra in ALL schools
We are blessed to have the OPC, RARA, community house and dinosaur hill. I have used all 4.
Public Library Services is listed on the print survey; missing above. I rate it Excellent.
It would be nice if we taught empathy or good character in our schools
Dino Hill and community house are pure Rochester, I would like these preserved, the OPC and Public library are modern achievements in
excellence. Oakland University is a gem
Dino hill and community house both need support from the city
All of the above provide excellent opportunities.
Great public library. OPC- walking track needs linger hours. Community house could make more updates and then it could be a
moneymaker.

Can not emphasize enough how this state and RCS has failed our citizen. Especially our children. The only state in the US to require masks
for sports Majority of districts around us have and had children in face-to-face classes, shameful. And RCS doesn't care! unless they have
children in k-12 :(
We live near Dinosaur Hill and love being able to have gorgeous trails right in our backyard to explore!
Things like the OPC, Dinosaur Hill, Community Garden, RARA Library all make Rochester unique for such a 'small place' to have many
diversified opportunities for people of all ages
Rochester schools have been disappointing during pandemic
Need to manage deer heard at dinosaur hill and throughout the community!!
I love the library! Keep the lobby opened! I used to be proud of RCS now I am embarrassed. Be better for our children!
Absolutely love the library and their services to the community. This facility is the only reason Rochester is successful.
Love the library!
Rochester-Avon recreational authority is limited by size and offering snotty persona
We have a world class library!
Definitely an asset to out community- strong education and enrichment here!
Need more adult activities: arts, ping pong, music, paint, area seems to be geared towards older population.
We love RARA and the library- amazing facilities!
Underrated library. incredible community resource
Community House- Events cancelled like monthly dinner for low income people and seniors very disappointing.
The library should be on this list...
OPC is a money hog for what if officers, why would I use their gym? Hours open are poor, it's a waste of money
love the programs and opportunities @ OPC and Rochester library
OPC should offer more free services they should adopt silver sneakers
Our library is the best!
Limited exposure due to covid
Would like some information on the senior services
The strength of public schools has slipped since we moved here. Seems like finding/resources more concentrated on facility appearance
rather than putting the fund towards improving the education of the kids. We need to focus on the basics/ test scores.
I currently don't have old enough kids yet but will have grandchildren
My daughter used dinosaur hill educational services- participated in the Halloween hoot, etc When we lived here in the early 2000s and she
loved it! OPC is fantastic
OPC looks very nice
We have two graduates of RCS. Chem and bio teachers at Stoney creek were limited. Do not get kids ready for advanced sciences in college.
Attendance policy with no final exam is a joke. Students need to take final exams so they know how to take them in college.
have not used some of the venues
Love the community house! Excellent Schools! amazing library!
RCS has not kept pace with other school districts in southeast Michigan in terms of quality of education. We are resting on past laurels. We
have declining standards and has become a victim of partisan politics instead of focusing on educational quality.
Community garden for neighborhood house pantry excellent - need more gardens - harvests to share with others. Outreach to Pontiac
Keep content of education neutral! But we all know this will not happen, unfortunate.
I was told that Hart had the highest amount of drugs in our district? Should that be addressed?
I will check out the OPC soon!
RCS needs to improve the delivery of quality education particularly during covid. Disappointed with quality and also with lack of in-person
instruction model
Our schools and the OPC, library, DInosaur Hills, RARA are the jewels of Rochester and make it such a great community
OPC is marvelous. Church is wonderful.
Love using the OPC when it's not covid
schools do not reflect community standards
Love OPC and the library.
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RECREATION &
WELLNESS
Dog park please
We need a skatepark
When not in shutdown, fitness and recreational access is more than adequate. Time will tell if those businesses
survive the ineffective shutdowns.
There isn't too many recreational opportunities for adults. Even for kids we can only think of RARA or Rochester Play.
We have an idea for a bike pump track and skate park under the bridge near Clinton River Trail. Love the downtown
Rochester Crossfit facility.
There is a lot to do in Rochester, you just need to get out and take advantage of it!
The Arts and Theater, not so much… We would be a step closer to being a cultural destination if Dr. Attallah covered
over the structure on the west side of Main, converting it into a Shakespearean 'Globe Theatre' which would work well
as we are in Avon Township after all!
Rochester has an abundance of parks and they should be used more frequently. We should be doing more events like
movies in the park, and music festivals. Look at East Lansing or Ann Arbor, and you will see an abundance of art fairs,
folk festivals, Jazz festivals, etc. The one (1) art festival that is done is great and draws a huge crowd. Such an event is
extremely popular and boosts local businesses. Why stop with only one event a year? Certainly, vendors are lining up
to come. Likewise, the Christmas market is great but should be expanded, and more inclusive of local restaurants.
there is no community pool, a Community center or location that houses recreation and wellness activities for all ages
all year long is needed
This is why I moved to Rochester, to be close to the trail system and have nature right in the city. Too much building is
driving this away
Rochester City parks are great and there is a lot to do in and around the city.
Focus on celebrating other times of the year, not just two months of Christmas - getting old and missing many other
opportunities
The parks and trails are spectacular. I only wish there was more enforcement of leash laws. People treat the area
behind Van Hoosen barn as a dog run. It'd be fine if it were designated as such but I find it intimidating to fly a kite
with my kids with a bunch of dogs running loose. This may be Rochester Hills though.
we could do a lot better with our cultural events
We love the trails and use them nearly every day.
Access to parkland is not an issue because city parks are available to all residents. The real issue is proximity of CITY
parks to homeowners. As stated before, there aren't any city parks east of Letica.
Cultural entertainment
rochester area is missing a public pool
Would love access to a water feature! Had to join a health club for pool/swim access
Once OPC & other facilities open we will be back to our life
concerns about 5G poles in local neighborhoods
organic city sponsored walking tours- post predictions
Most are in Rochester Hills that I use. OPC, Library and Municipal Park are wonderful
Create a collaboration with Rochester Hills - Park fees are too high
Consider building a few pickleball courts! It is hugely growing and municipal tennis courts are always full
Love OPC. Hospital needs to improve its reputation. Need more advertising of cultural events at OU
More locations and activities for little kids and young families, like a splash pad
Need to bolster, and market partnerships with ascension. The quality of the healthcare locally is a deal breaker for all
they are doing better must attract more medical talent that is satisfied
a comedy castle or theater would be nice. Meadowbrook and playhouse are great but a comedy club or some form of
real life current/ casual entertainment in downtown rochester would be a hit
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
More live music options outside in the parks and downtown on 4 th street.
Likely due to cost of real estate, there are few actual family doctors here and just a few dentists. Regarding
recreational facilities: we need a splash pad!
we have 2 young kids, and have really enjoyed all the family friendly events offered year round.
We need a splash pad
Public pools and skate parks would be great opportunities
Love the trails!

The maintenance of trails and parks are excellent and accessible
Too many fitness facilities.
Lack of diversity is clear
Love the OPC
Community center for under 50 year olds. OPC is great for over 50 crowd. Joint effort with Rochester Hills and Oakland Twp. - similar to Troy's
CC
Again, I'd love to see an off-leash dog park or dog run somewhere in Rochester.
It would be great to have a dog park in the city limits
What cultural events? Love Avon Theater and proximity to OU events.
Splash pad for residents
1. There are no pickleball courts in the city. 2. The Clinton River Trail surface in Rochester is not suitable for Michigan weather. It is mucky in
the spring and very dusty in the summer. Rochester Hills' surface is crushed asphalt which eliminates both of these problems.
I work in mental health in Rochester. It's available but I don't feel it accessible to people who need it most.
One walk path parking spot needs blocked off for walking and biking coming from downtown
There is a lot of availability of healthcare and mental healthcare around Rochester, but I am not familiar with these services in Rochester.
The DDA does a great job, more fitness and health-based events would be good
Need to promote our Rochester symphony
Would be nice to have a pool in the community
Another big park would be excellent.
Could use more community pool options
Only cultural event is arts and apples! More please
It would be fun to have cultural events in the city that are more broad than those of the northern European traditions.
S[lash pad at howlett park
SOme way of exercise outdoors would be nice, like those bars for pull-ups you see in parks
would be nice to have a dog park
Not much room for cultural events.
Poor healthcare and mental health care facilities. Many health professionals are not qualified to do their work. Poor bedside manner and
limited knowledge.
Take care of the Clinton River as should be done
Would like to see community swimming pool, it promotes community and a sense of belonging
All excellent
Would like to see safe bike lanes separate from walking pedestrian lanes.
Love the rochester municipal park!
Recreational facilities and/or opportunities for the really elderly sem sparse except for OPC. Perhaps one day monthly where seniors could be
picked up and taken to one o the parks would give a much appreciated 1-2 hour fresh air outing.
Would love to see more alternative, holistic medicine options coming to Rochester, outside of Chiropractic care The city offers many
recreational activities and is a great place for our family to spent time. We love walking into town or the park for the many activities that are
available.
Such a wonderful layout of this town. Everything is easy to access.
Dental and Eyecare options abound, many doctors and specialists are outside the city limits...
Golf, biking or expensive fitness clubs are the only recreational activities. No cultural opportunities, but there are good family festivals.
Love the OPC
Young adults may find opportunities lacking for young families and older couples I think we have what we desire
Water fountains need better maintenance, should be cold year round. Restrooms at parks could be cleaner. Not a lot of recreation areas for
adults ( archery, fishing etc)
Love the OPC
we would like a public swimming pool
I think we need more mental health support in general but Rochester does offer some which is positive
We have the best trails, parks and library!
I would love a public pickleball court.
cultural and entertainment opportunities pre-covid
Rochester should allow beer and wine sales at downtown and park events, like arts and apples, octoberfest
You need to consider a city a city ordinance to make all multi-dwelling apartments and condos smoke-free as well as shared parks and
communal spaces- no cigarette smoke! The bike trails are a gem!
Our healthcare providers are in Rochester Hills, Shelby Township and troy
Why does Rochester have an Older Person's Commission but no community pool??? We also need a dog park; the community has been
asking for one for decades. We have two baseball fields and one of them could be repurposed as a dog park.
Could use more events to draw more money into the town - we have these parking structures why not use them
People are walking more to any open area available - church parking lots - like St. Paul's are not watching traffic on crosswalks
Need a pool
Would like increase in recreational and cultural entertainment opportunities
Wish there was a dog park
I'm 85 so many of these services aren't for me
It's kind of crazy we have the OPC and nothing similar for new and growing young families and we wonder why we have an aging population
The farmers market is a great feature, but not having a dedicated space is a missed opportunity.
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MOBILITY
More sidewalks in neighborhoods
Walking paths and sidewalks in the areas next to downtown sometimes appear and disappear. Again, would like a
walking path from The Bluffs subdivision to downtown.
Easily able to walk around town. I have not had any issues with parking and make good use of the structures [easy and
affordable].
1. It's 2021. The savings to be realized, after conversion to energy efficient LED street lighting makes good sense. 2.
This category did not include 'Public Transportation. 3. You have to habe a much more dynamic Downtown to charge
for parking and expect a positive result.
Taylor has a really bad patch that is unsafe for cyclists
Being able to walk around our neighborhood and downtown safely is one of the major things we love about living
here! The sidewalk and path network is really great!
Remember the old days when we didn't pretend to be royal oak with all the paid parking and huge ugly parking
structures?
Snow plows tend to drive too fast on our street. Not always, but most times.
new road was recently put down from OPC to RARA and it is still bumpy, need sidewalk on West Side of Dequindre
South of Clinton River Trail
Need more lights on side streets in south of town
City should be replacing broken side walks regularly without charging the homeowners. We already pay the taxes. Why
charge the residents just because it is close to their drive way?
Limited space = limited parking spots. The two structures have helped. Please consider extending the free parking in
structures to 2 hours like some other nearby cities do.
Our snow removal is phenomenal!!! Great job keeping our city safe in adverse conditions,.
We live in Stony Creek Subdivision and the curbs need repair. Also our street lighting at night is not very good.
Street lighting, outside of Main Street, is lacking. More lighting on residential streets and parks is needed.
LOVE the new sidewalk connecting the area along Washington Road by Avon Players! The only area that desperately
needs a sidewalk is along Runyon/Tienken just West of the Washington round-about. (again this may be Rochester
Hills)
As the street lighting has been replaced, they have replaced them with LED lights and it does not look as inviting. The
amber colored lights look much better.
Changeover from existing sidewalks to handicap accessible was poorly done resulting in the related curbing breaking
away. This started about two years after installation(2011?). Consistent problem at most intersections with streets. I
was last told by public works there might be something done in 2022? Not good!
Streets are in very bad shape
Main Street cross walks should be automatic. Every time we are in town we notice people that don't realize they have
to push the button to have it change. Also, when dark (especially during the winter) and people run in town because
they are not supposed to be on the trails they have to stop at every light and push the buttons.
A few years ago, the sidewalks in front of my house and next to my house were replaced because they were a trip
hazard. The contractor did not install 'felt' between the old an new slabs. As a result, those same slabs are buckling
because there isn't any room for expansion and will need to be replaced again. Although a few dollars were saved in
the short term, more is being spent in the long term.
I had 2 damaged tires and front end alignment due to pot holes. Sidewalks around the perimeter of our subdivision
(along main roads) are deemed to be "subdivision trails" and we have to fix them. Along with drainage and sidwalk
bridges it's another example of the city abdicating its responsibility to the homeowners.
streets downtown in neighborhoods are dark in combination with uneven sidewalks makes a hazard
Washington Road is awful
it's such a little city that parking should be free for two hours if you buy/ consume anything
My street is so badly damaged that 3 separate bikers have fallen off of their bicycles
I have had a street light out for two years, been told it's an Edison issue. Edison says no- Wilcox & Hanson
Traffic becomes hazardous for walkers
Miller/Baldwin/Elizabeth need repair
Excellent mobility!
new parking structures helped with parking problem
First street needs repairing
There was a water main break today at Miller/Baldwin and 5 hours after I noticed crews, there was no info online
anywhere

high quality of life for disabled individuals
I like that the streets get cleaned
Need to enforce residents who do not clear sidewalks in winter months with sanctions - ticket whatever
stoney creek ridge "The ravines" streets have been never been redone. they are asphalt and only have been sealed once in 22 years.
Buses on Inglewood are tearing up the streets, needs complete repair
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
Would like to see an alternate path for bicycles around the library. Bikes go too fast around there and many people are walking.
I wish there was more free public parking lots in the downtown area
Public parking should be meter free in lots or on streets
Cities such as Royal Oak would not tolerate uneven, cracked and old walks
Our street (West Third) is in terrible shape, as are many other streets over in our area "around the cemetery". This worries me that the cost
for the city is going to be astronomical to fix lots of streets and that it will all have to happen at once. I would like to see constant
replacement of these streets that can no longer be patched so that it doesn't overwhelm city finances.
Some sidewalks in Great Oaks are a tripping hazard
Washington sidewalk is a great hit! Families, runners and seniors all love it
LED should be in every ight downtown. Become a city leader in state
The sidewalks in front of our home have been damaged for ten years! We also had a very bad experience with street repair in front of our
home
Dangerous intersection off Parkdale and Wyngate. 2 dangerous "bushes" owner corner wyngate turning left off crase
1) many of the street lights are too bright for the residential areas. Specifically the new one along Walton and at 4-way stops 2) there are
more cars than ever being parked in the streets and that complicated services.
I requested to fix a small damage (simple patch) on the joint between the road and driveway, it took about 4 month to fix it.
Accommodation for leader dogs & blind is unique and appreciated!
Too many obstacles on the sidewalk. On sidewalks, especially during events
Snow removal : enforce snow emergency no parking on streets
Greedy council and cost of implementing paid parking meters
Again, there is no reason why residential streets should be failing and taking so long to get fixed other than the fact that neighborhoods
don't have a DDA. Our residential streetscapes should be every bit as important as anything to do with Main Street, if not more.
Could use better signage and lighting for crosswalks near library and firehouse
Some lights on the pathway next to the river are burnt out
Sidewalks really uneven. Replacement sections needed for many of the city's sidewalks
Could something be done to help manage the traffic at Avon and Dequindre? I've lived nearby and 2020 construction, rush hour and Yates
was horrible.
Street lights in the 1st through 4th Streets are lacking.
Wilcox and first and second are looking rough but i'm sure that will be addressed soon
FOR THE LOVE OF ALL THAT IS HOLY, REPLACE THE STREET LIGHTS ALONG IRONWOOD DRIVE AND IRONWOOD COURT!!!!! I have dinner
candles that glow brighter than what the city is using. Take some of the extra ones along Main Street and put them here on Ironwood
Drive/Court!!! I've spoken to the Dept. of Public Works twice now, and they keep telling me that the lights are DTE's jurisdiction; I don't give a
damn who owns them, JUST FIX/REPLACE THEM!!!
The reconstruction of sidewalk intersections to meet ADA requirements made the intersections more dangerous than they were prior to
the reconstruction. They also have begun to crumble in some spots.
The sidewalk repair along Parkdale was not done correctly resulting in the top layer of concrete chipping off.
Washington road is very bad. Avoid it at all costs. Neighbors who voted against paying thought higher speeds would be bad. Service trucks
and large vehicles still go way too fast tearing up the whole road.
My condo sidewalks are in terrible despair, dangerous !!!
Snow removal on sidewalks responsible for care by the city is poor
Snow removal vehicles plow road snow onto sidewalks where there are narrow greenbelts between the curb and sidewalk. The City crews
could plow these areas rather making the homeowners shovel the road snow in addition to the normal snow. Maybe the snow trucks could
just slow down in these areas so that the situation isn't created in the first place.
All walking signals in the downtown area should default to a "cross" signal when the light turns green. I shouldn't have to press button to get
"walk" signal. I often miss it by a second. Pedestrians are often just standing at downtown intersections when they should be able to walk.
Make the city more pedestrian friendly. Look into re-programming the lights. Thank you.
Appreciate efforts to improve parking!
Many dark areas on side street, some lights are making buzzing noises
We walk everywhere we want to go. One of the biggest eye sores was when the parking decks were built and hurt the skyline
Need to be more diligent at keeping heavy trucks off the roads. They are ruining them.
Still not happy with parking meters. Punishment for supporting local businesses who certainly need our patronage.
Neighborhood street repairs very slow
more regular clean-up of fallen branches and tree limbs.
Would be great for homeowners to not have to pay for the sidewalk to be repaired when the taxes should be taking care of that.
Bikers and walkers don't know or ignore the rules of the road. New education, signs,
I would rather see a tax increase rather than public parking paid by meter. I refuse to go downtown and pay
No meter/free parking for city of Rochester residents
would love more outdoor dining in the summer
Streets - side streets - need to be cleaned more frequently. Debris gathers at drains. Dead animals in street too
Streets are in very bad shape
Parking costs too much. At the mall, you don't pay for parking. Discourages business

Sidewalk gaps need to be addressed for safety
Stoplights running east and west on Main need updating. They stop changing after midnight altogether.
Make a bike path on the road and get bikers off the sidewalk
Need more street lights on Livernois
Paint Creek Trail is awesome
Our streets are in sad shape and there appears to be no reasoning behind which ones are repaired and which ones are not.
Some people don't come to Rochester because of the paid parking
Cars fly through Miller/Rewold intersection. Please consider speed bumps. Special needs child on the corner. Please post more 30 ft. signs in
Rochester meadows
wish we didn't have to pay for parking
Lots of cracks, potholes, deteriorating roads- street lights in residential areas not bright enough, recently switched to LED bulbs the previous
bulbs were much brighter.
Some of the neighborhood sidewalks need significant repair
Love the 2 new parking decks. Rochester DPW has done a great job
Need more handicap parking, its not always easy to find parking for those of us with mobility limitations
Resurface city streets not just patch or fix cracks
Downtown street lighting has been changed to the bright white LED (too bright). Can we switch to use the LED's with a softer "golden/yellow"
glow?
Sidewalk/Snow: I am not aware of any tax reduction for condo dwellers who do not receive these services. What gives? Street Lighting: It is too
dark to read metered parking off Main Street.
Too many parking meters - discourages visitors to downtown area
Everything is very well coordinated
Three separate lanes would be good: auto, bike, and pedestrian ( common in Europe)
Excellent services
Snow removal on our street is a result of chance and not plan
There are many streets in the downtown residential areas that need some work. Some great sidewalk options are great and others are poor.
This winter the sidewalks on the side streets and residential areas were not shoveled and salted and it appears the city did not enforce the
need to have that done by the residents which makes walking for exercise or walking our dogs very difficult and dangerous. Excellent parking
and walkability
I would like to see more bike-friendly initiatives (i.e. bike lane)
Stony Creek Ridge homeowners association is paying a large sum of money to pay for services that other residents in other parts of the city
do not. Examples include: street light operation / maintenance, lighting upgrades, maintenance of a pedestrian bridge and walkways along
Parkdale that are enjoyed by the city at large. In addition, residents should not have to pay for sidewalk repair.
I would comment on two things, the sidewalk repair needs to occur more frequently specifically to address when flags raise up and create a
trip hazard. The city had been good about painting them then grinding them which seems easy enough to do, but this should be done several
times a year, the street lighting is good, but in some place it is too much. As you can tell I live on Ludlow, there is a streetlight near our house
that was bright before, now DTW changed it to an LED bulb and it is BLINDING, it would be nice if it was more shaded for down locally or a
softer white, but it is really painful....
We live near the corner of Letica and Romeo Street. A light at the intersection is needed. It is very dark and seems unsafe at night.
Damaged sprinklers
Wesley street needs more lights
LED lighting in neighborhoods
I fell and broke my wrist on the uneven sidewalk
My only issue with the city is the high cost of the meters! It's ridiculous It makes me think twice about going into town. Due to health reasons I
can't park in the structures and the only thing I have to complain about the city is the price of the parking meters.
May not be involved here/ but north bound Livernois round about at Hamlin should only have one lane heading north several near accidents
have happened
Need benches or sitting areas in public spaces, sidewalks need cleaning, parking meters need improvement.
We chose to live in Rochester based on the walkability and trail network.
Snow removal on the streets is excellent sometimes not on the sidewalks (city could enforce it more in residential)
The master plan committed to redoing 4th street road and sewers. Neither happened to the extent that it was committed to- why?
Unacceptable.
Need more free short term parking
I'm so glad the street lights are being updated to more efficient LEDs!
Would be nice to have free parking offered at times. Special events? Free parking encourages more business!
Well done
Meters downtown are not good. You need to put a lot of money in for doctor's appointments or dining.
Hard to find level walks after repairs. 25 mile needs more lights
Too many no front access to handicap (but i guess that' not your fault)
Lighting downtown is great- outlying area poor throughout the whole state public parking is too expensive,
Most street repair is good
DPW is not productive
Our town is metered to death. People hate it.
City residents should have free parking
Public parking should be free
areas with street lights stop-limit evening walking snow removal slow or non-existent, when expected to melt within a few data, leaves
hazardous ice for interim
Bridge needs to be prepared

The parking structure on walnut is a monstrosity! It has eliminated one lane of the street!
street lights on the corner of pine and ferndale.
Dequindre has needed resurfacing for years- a major road to stone creek, to troy Beaumont, etc- no feedback
Residential streets are in bad state, need repairing in spots, street cleaning could be done more snow removal great
Trying to cross is dangerous at Dequindre all the way to Squirrel. Better signage is needed at crosswalks by SCHS and traffic circles
Letica and Romeo is the only intersection that has no street light and is extremely dark at night
Would love to see better enforcement of snow emergency parking restrictions. As a walkable community, pedestrians should feel safe and
welcome, but instead we are viewed as obstacles to avoid. Neighborhood streets are crumbling and potholed. Some of the heavy housing
construction is contributing to maintenance issues including potholes and blocked drains.
Could add a sidewalk path on Tienken around van hoosen
again cyclists are a problem
eliminate parking meters on streets
Please help citizens to shovel and salt sidewalks in winter
Meters and lot fees are ridiculous, drives business away from downtown
The businesses pay for parking spaces so why not identify a spot or two on the main roads specifically for that business for short 15/20
minute parking
Having to pay to park is a detractor for coming into downtown to shop on a quick errand
I should NOT pay to park in the city I live in.
I put poor on snow removal because my neighbor cars on the street and my area isn't done
More lights needed on neighborhood streets.
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
I'd like to see more city emails and updates.
Normally volunteer is good but right now due to covid it is not. Please keep that in mind with my answer.
I used to attend some of the City Council meetings but usually watch them online. Lots of opportunities to volunteer. I
am very active in my neighborhood. I hope the City brings back the Front Porch series - really enjoyed them. Will look
forward to attending all the holiday events later this year when safe again. Thanks for sponsoring all of them - great
job!
I give this section a C+, at best mediocre. Perhaps the COVID Pandemic can bring expanded opportunity, sharing
meetings virtually, opening up to new voices of our diverse community members, leading to a better understanding
and participation in sponsored event planning and physical attendance, post COVID. I believe everyone desires to feel
a welcomed part of the Rochester Community, however this is accomplished. Diversity Training is a good thing for
governing organizations.
Rochester is not diverse at all!!
The Heritage Festival should be on Memorial Day weekend as should be the Memorial Day Parade. It is a shame that
the parade was stopped
There should be more community events. They are very popular and many of them could be done for almost nothing.
See previous comments.
There are wonderful things happening in our community but residents don't often hear of them. The Quarterly
newsletters are fine but can't and don't include everything. Please diversify your communications
Need more information on public city meetings. This isn't easy to find if working full time.
What's your definition or vision for "Community recognition of diversity"? I would support and attend something like
the Ethnic Festivals that the City of Detroit started in the 70's. They were held summer weekends on the riverfront and
showcased the culture, food, music and dance of different ethic groups. Entertaining and educational. Started with 3
weekends and grew to about 20.
Surprising number of neighbors "act badly" and lack regards for other neighbors
We would appreciate more communication about potential developments. We didn't even hear about the controversial
river front development, which we do not support, until we saw neighbors with signs on their front lawns.
I don't think it's very diverse
Police, fire and downtown facebook pages are very informative!
Unless you have the internet
new neighbors building big foot houses moving from oakland twp - the benefits of 5 acre lots on a city lot. Often
unfriendly without outrageous expectations
Jenna O'dell has done an outstanding job! Answers all questions we've had about the city
I think we need to do a better job of providing education, jobs and transportation to the under privileged
Our city could do more for the poor
more work needs to be done to publicly display support for the black community and LGBTQ+ residents
DDA is great
Covid times so I don't really know.
Just recently moved to Rochester. I cant answer these questions.
We need to do a better job at diversity and anti-racism. More volunteer opportunities for families would be great.
The city events are well thought, organized and managed! Very impressed!
No Children - married
Citizen of this community pride themselves on how much money they have as to others
Over the top with diversity - affecting safety and increasing crime rate
My comments on the recognition of diversity have everything to do with the poor response of the police department
to the anti-Trump demonstrators last fall, which was shameful.
Recognizing diversity and fostering it are very different things
How is diversity recognized? White Christian Day? How about an ethnic festival with food and music and dance?
Close main street down during Christmas time downtown
Rochester is definitely not diverse
Would like more opportunities to help low income people.
Very few volunteer opportunities that I've found and I've looked. Other communities need more help though
I don't like fireworks in january/ february. Keep them to 4th of july
Not sure what opportunities available to volunteer for. I have volunteered at public schools and Leader Dog. Other
than library what else is there.
Community is not diverse at all

Love the bright-lights. Makes Rochester special
I hate arts and apples
Although it is nicely done, the glossy community newsletter is expensive and unnecessary. This could be done via email.
There is little diversity outside of the northern European traditions.
City needs to communicate more with local papers also; website is solid.
Close down main street for Lagniappe
Some more opportunities for volunteer work would be nice
why are trees cut down without notice or discussion?
Exactly what is being done in recognition of diversity? I'm having trouble remembering any specific program. Today's social environment
really needs such recognition very publicly.
Downtown Rochester's light show and winter fest/ farmer's market all create a magical childhood for city's visitors and our own children.
Pleased with rapid responses to questions when contacting the city
How about a wine tasting weekend event featuring Michigan wines downtown?
Great community but we are still a predominately white middle to upper class community and more needs to be done to grow in diversity.
We are not known as a city of diversity, I was unaware that we did not have any diversity recognition. I think there is an opportunity for us
to appreciate its value more
I feel like Rochester should change or rotate the holiday events
Need more diversity in city sponsored evensts, need a cultural awareness and diversity education activities, more fun helpingCity events should get three "excellent"!
Rochester does a great job of using our parks and downtown for community events!
I am unaware of volunteer opportunities but would love to learn more.
Things overdone trying too hard to heaven to live
More LGBT and BLM events appreciated
Communications could be a lot better than watching council meetings on TV
don't really know neighbors except by sight
limited interactions due to covid
Sales at events of beer and wine or cider at arts and apples for example have a beer tent
I have a "small issue" with the neighbor's fence. Called city code enforcement no response.
Need to have a flyer advising dates when trash pickup is changed due to holidays- also publish on website for the years
Not diversified yet.
Communications are few and far between. One example is the revisions to the tree ordinance. As a concerned resident I would have had a
great interest in providing input into the process but didn't learn about it until after it was finished.
Get crooked payoffs
Any proactive effort to recognize diversity would be a waste of tax dollars and promotes division. Community recognition of diversity is
unnecessary in regard to race or social justice
School board is not accessible!
Too many events makes navigating through town very frustrating for residents
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ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS
Aside from the annoyances of the leaf collection system, the poorly-lit side-streets, and the atrocity that are the new
homes, the City of Rochester is where I call home. I hope to be able to stay here for decades to come, provided that
the cost of living doesn't drive (what used to be) the middle class into the slums of Pontiac/Waterford. NEVER, EVER let
those money-hungry developers ruin it for your BEST citizens: the honest, hard-working middle class!!!
Charge 5G communication companies to cover cost of charges - they are making millions overall and giving cities
virtually nothing
Clean, Safe, Everyone so kind, Great education
Continue to support and expand the Rochester Farmers market --- all seasons; revitalize the green spaces in the
various small park areas throughout the downtown; add regular live outdoor music options in conjunction with
allowing for food trucks/vendors on one of the side streets.
Do competitive bidding for service and goods as a citizen we pay too much for schools and OPC
Eliminate tax breaks for businesses and new developments.
Fix the streets and lower the water service fees
For question 12: cut the DDA before you cut/privatize/combine, etc. anything else and then ask me.
Great place to live!
Historical preservation of the downtown is paramount to the vibe of the city. Keep it a priority
I LOVE ROCHESTER
I am concerned about affordable housing, housing density and traffic. If the density meant more affordability, that
would be a trade off, but more dense for more luxury living is not an indicator of a city that is looking to preserve or
increase diversity.
I appreciate that the city is trying to keep things going even with the tough times our country is in at this time.
I believe that Rochester is one of the most favorable places in the State. Every effort should be used to maintain it
charm as well as it services, while trying to remain affordable and friend to both residents and visitors. A tall order but
believe it can be done/continued with continued proper management.
I can't imagine paying more taxes than I already do
I do not care to fill this out. My water bills for 83 years old are outrageous. And our city services are getting nowhere
with covid vaccine. You can register all you want, our government is not helping us.
I feel Rochester has so much potential as a vibrant, diverse, welcoming community but we are not capitalizing on our
assets or looking long-term into the future.
I love Rochester. I just moved here in August and am so pleased to have found this place. Great downtown, great
neighborhoods, feels safe. I couldn't be happier here!
I love living here, I just wish there was some additional focus on a younger crowd.
I love living here, especially now that I am downtown. Walking to restaurants, shops, the proximity of trails and the
park - where else can you get all of that within walking distance?? I just wish there was a small grocery store. Maybe
the gas station has bread, milk, and eggs - but I don't go inside. And a little fresh fruit would be nice. Could even be
somewhere to grab a snack on your way into the park or for a walk on the trails.
I love the City of Rochester and appreciate all that it offers. I am so lucky to have great neighbors and we take
advantage of many functions/events the City offers. Although I do not really want to see my taxes go up, I also
understand that costs go up every year in everything and it isn't easy to maintain services on the same budget. If they
are utilized well and communicated well, so be it. Thank you for all you do and for asking!
I love the city. I work here, I live here, I use the parks, the trails, and more. This is a great place to live. I feel safe 24
hours a day
I pay enough in taxes, figure it out with what you have. Everyone else has to, so should government
I realize change is inevitable. Rochester, once a Village, now a small town looking for it's identity going forward.
Although you can't safely move ahead just looking in the rear view. However, loosing sight of what makes Rochester so
special could be tragic (so many communities lament, never to reclaim what they once had). Be cautious! Remain
aware of what you have to loose. I love this town, it's special!
I support our police and willing to pay for greater enforcement of safety protocols. Example: people drive through
neighborhoods a high rates of speed or use them as cut though to bypass backed up lights. Too much growth is
adding to traffic issues. Big issue.
I think the city has been doing a great job of updating the community and keeping the aesthetics in line with the city's
appearance. Parking has improved downtown with the addition of the structures, and the parks look great with the
infinite updates.

I thoroughly enjoy living in Rochester and hope the city officials take the residents comments to heart. I read the results of the last survey
and feel they were not take seriously, especially the overwhelming request to stop over developing the city and removing the hometown
feel.
I'd like to see less gentrification and more multigenerational neighborhoods. I'd also like more focus on improving the ecology of the area
and combatting global warming. I appreciate all the city employees that keep this city going and are kind and competent. I like being able
to call and talk to someone about a concern and I feel that I am heard. Thank you!
If there is "extra money" go ahead and spend some on signs and vehicles... but if no find has been set aside for this, don't use money from
"maintaining city services" please!
It would seem with all the new structures (houses, condos, apartments) the city is allowing that BTS of new money (taxes) are filling the
coffers why would you even need to reduce city services??
It's a lovely place to live and explore, and I am excited to see it evolve over the coming years
It's a nice city, but taxes are high. For the last two years since I bought my house the city has increased my taxes the maximum amount,
and I do not believe I am receiving the value for the money paid.
Love Rochester
Love it so much that we built a new home on the same street.
Love living in Rochester
Love living in Rochester for walkability to downtown activities, trail and nature. Could use a grocery store in downtown then wouldn't need
a car. Please stop building so much, update the existing facilities instead of building new
Love the city. Due to its small size and overall safe environment, has the city ever considered using the Oakland County Sheriffs Dept
instead of our own? Have spoken to many residents that feel the same way. Eliminating our police department would save us lots of
money in taxes. I would feel just as safe contracting with county. Most surrounding larger communities do just that.
Manage the budget appropriately to avoid tax increases and/or reductions in services.
More DIVERSITY!!
More internet service providers for better competition and cost control is important. In my sub, there is only one ISP (xfinity). If city can get
more ISP with better bandwidth... then you can attract more professionals.
My taxes are 2 times what they were when I lived in Rochester Hills! Why? A little more is understood, and my taxes are 2 times the
neighbors, I will not be able to retire here if they keep increasing.
My wife and I have moved to Rochester about 37 years ago. It's a great place to live and raise a family. The city provides very good services,
better than many surrounding communities, which justifies the slightly higher tax rates. I think it's a good value overall. My two biggest
concerns in the future deal with: 1) development projects (in the city as well as north, east, and west of us) which result in greater traffic
congestion and noise funneling through the city on Main Street, University and Romeo/Parkdale. 2) increasing cost of housing which may
limit the ability of young families to move into the city. I'm not sure that I could afford to buy a house in Rochester today. My adult children
(who have good paying, professional jobs and who are older than me when I bought here) live in Rochester Hills and Royal Oak because
they couldn't find an affordable in the city. If we lose good families, we'll lose a lot of the character that makes Rochester so unique and
desirable
NO TAX INCREASES THIS AREA HAS ALREADY BECOME SO ELITIST! ONLY RICH CAN LIVE HERE TAXES TOO HIGH
Need to have more events in the city with better communication. Streets could be repair better
Nice place to live and raise a family. Nice place to enjoy retirement.
No tax increases!! These are on par with Chicago and you get way more in Chicago! Ridiculous!
Note -- if there are budget issues, they better be much better spelled out than the water fiasco. And all answers on that question depend
on the services that might change/reduce or enhance.
Overall decent place, but I'd like to see further improvements to the roads and sidewalks. Downtown provides zero value to me frankly
speaking. Most shops sell overpriced knick knacks, restaurant food quality is substandard. I'd like to see something like the Troy
community center, and hope Rochester could promote more athletic opportunities and healthy, authentic, international foods. In closing,
health and education is the cornerstone of success, and a community where everyone us healthy and educated will take care of itself for
the most part
Please do not privatize our police or fire department
Please just look at the comment regarding the walkability / making the city more pedestrian friendly. That has been our biggest gripe for
years. It seems like a relatively simple fix. We moved here from Chicago... a very pedestrian friendly city. Pedestrians really should not have
to hit a walk button to get a signal to walk. It should be programmed automatically. It is too often where we get to a downtown intersection
and miss it by a second. There's no need to not have our lights programmed to automatically switch to walk when appropriate.
Please make sure to keep city pension fully funded, and if you can't, then stop hiring people. I'm not a fan of privatizing city services.
Please work to reduce water costs or at least make the cost of water and sewage uniform throughout the city.
Really need to work on real time communications between Rochester and residents.... as well as work on our water rates
Rochester has been a great place to raise a family. Good schools, access to recreational activities, and nice people!
Rochester is great! Please install a traffic light at Wyngate and Parkdale. It is extremely dangerous and literally worth avoiding!
Simply put, we should strive to bring in younger professionals. Building retirement centers will not grow the city. The city is growing old and
dying. We need to strive to be attractive to younger individuals; to attract customers to our businesses. My fear it that rochester will
become the old country buffet of the area.
Taxes are very high. Let us try to bring it down. For the light show, please connect the lights across the road (connect the buildings on both
sides of Main Street by having lights over the Main Street ) like they do in the village to give it a better look. Can we provide free internet to
the whole city by having a contract with Xfinity or another company? Keep up the good work
Thankful for this annual survey - Thank you for serving The city has taken advantage of newer subdivisions in water pricing and in dumping responsibility on them for drainage sewers, perimeter
path sidewalks, commons areas tree removal restrictions, a sidewalk bridge and so forth. The HOA is struggling to keep up with the cost
and effort of all of this.
The city is doing a great job. I love living here!

The city should not try to diversify housing options, or favor development of lower cost housing. The free market should determine real
estate development while maintaining the current atmosphere of the city. No buildings taller than currently allowed, maintain main street
look.
The city's newsletter needs to be consistently delivered to households - that has not been the case. Some thought needs to be directed to
notifying residents of city planning affecting immediate neighborhoods.
The entire lack of face-to-face education has damaged the RCS reputation. Total lack of transparency and honesty damage to our youth is
irreversible
This is a really, really small space. Or does this allow me to keep typing. I guess it does. How does it look when I am done typing as I can't
see what I am typing.
This is a super place to live, especially if you don't have to drive. We have water all around us, great parks, a great library and a real mix of
people. Like our country, we are becoming more diverse and that should be embraced. We need to get to know our neighbors better and
more could be done to promote inclusion. Love Arts and Apples by the way.
Traffic is a problem on our side streets. We need to make this a walkable city. We need better traffic control/speed devices. Speed bumps,
more radar signs, etc.
Very happy living here for the past 4 years and will all the city has to offer!
We absolutely love living here. We have raised 3 kids from young children to adults and Rochester has been a while place to do so.
Between the many events during the year, the summer market, and proximity of parks as well as an amazing library, my kids and I have
had everything you could need to keep busy. Rochester is a great place to live for everyone from small children to aging adults.
We absolutely love this city, and feel so blessed to be a resident here! Its old-time charm and historic preservation are amazing, and the
land and parks are matchless.
We enjoy living here very much
We enjoy living in Rochester but generally feel our taxes are far too high for services provided. Please consider sharing services with other
communities to reduce overhead.
We feel blessed to be able to live in such a nice community.
We love Rochester and glad we selected this community more than 15 years ago. Traffic density is starting to get to be an issue (comes
with a growing community)
We love it - focus on what makes it special. Continue to have it be a welcoming non-pretentious place to live and visit.
We love living in Rochester. One thing we miss is a dog park. We love walking the paint creek trail and the Clinton river. We noticed people
will take their dogs off leash in the municipal park though and it would be safer if there were a field or area which could be designated as a
dog park.
We moved here knowing that Taxes were higher than surrounding area and did so for the value that you get for that premium. Do not
shortchange keeping Rochester at the most premier place to be by assuming the community is not willing to contribute more.
What about mural downtown under the bridge by the paint creek?
With all the increase in revenue from all the new large homes, you should increase service and lower taxes
Wonderful place to live with great services!
Would also be fine with not spending the money to update the tag line
Would be nice if surveys could be sent to the resident that lives at the house. I've owned a home in Rochester for 11 years and things sent
from the city are constantly addressed to people who do not live in my home. Shows a lack of knowing the people in the community. I
actually received a handwritten letter addressed to an elderly person from the mayor, honestly great it was sent but maybe send it to the
actual older person. Little bit of a lack of respect for younger persons who own/live in the town.
Would like something other than big bright lights. They feel old and not eco friendly. Feels like Las Vegas rather than Rochester.
You're awesome! Thanks for all you do!
[absolutely not in response to privatizing some services]
city code should be re-thought. apparently if a citizen complains, the city just changes the code to their advantage.
i've lived here 2 years. i am grateful i live in an area with abundant opportunities for outdoor activities close by since the pandemic began.
excellent opportunities for carry out also. i would have felt much more isolated in the city i lived in previously
property taxes are too high given we only get garbage, police, and fire. Why do we have 10+ police cares for 1 square mile city?
taxes are too high, are you looking at eliminating pensions and capping contributions?
we badly need right turn lanes at Dequindre/ranyon intersection
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WHAT COMES NEXT?

DISTRIBUTION

INCLUSION

Report distributed to City
Council, boards &
commissions, and City staff
for review.

Survey results forwarded
to Master Plan Committee
for inclusion in work plans.

INTEGRATION
Survey data to be
integrated into 2021
Strategic Plan Update.

